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ABSTRACT
This document presents an overvtew of and

recommendations concerning the agricultural programs 3% California
public higher education. Some of the recommendations re: (1) all new

programs, options, and courses should be screened or regular basis

to determine if collaborative action would not lea?, o improvement;

(2) ways and means of increasing cooperative effor4 13etween and

among institutions should be explored; (3) college,. It agriculture

must join with other elements of the institution in both
instructional and research programs; (4) there should bo no extension

of formal programs in agriculture to additional campus of the

University or State College System; (5) no new option Ivluld be

approved without close examination of the possibility
collaborative effort with other units of the institutiol; (6)

thoughtful curricular reform is needed; (7) courses in judging
livestock and other agricultural commodities should be drscontinued

as credit offerings; and (8) no more than 4 semester hours in

supervised work projects should be allowed for credit toward the
Associate of Arts degree or for transfer and no more than 8 semester

hours of this type should be allowed toward the baccalaureate. Other

recommendations are made concerning the specific campuses. (HS)
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FOREWORD

At its July 1969 meeting, the Council unanimously adopted a reso-

lution resulting from a survey of educational .offerings and academic

plans. The resolution directed the Director to implement "five re-

commendations telating to the educational program Survey and the

Council's role in academic planning to the extent that this can be

done witnin the budget for 1969-70." Six subject areas were iden-

tified for special study. I noted in my report to the Council that.

the competency of the small Council staff in these areas is limited.

Consequently, these studies were designated to be conducted by con-

sultants who are recognized authorities in:the respective field.

Contract funds in the Council's 1969-70 budget were sufficient to

cover the cost of studies in only two of the six subject areas iden-

tified -- Criminal Justice and Agriculture. These consultants are

assisted by Council staff and representative Advisory Committees

whose members are knowledgeable in various aspects of the subject.

Dr. George A. Gries was retained as the consultant for the study

of education programs in Agriculture. Dr. Russell L. Riese, Chief

Higher Education Specialist, served as Project Director and coor-

dinated staff assistance to the author during the study, working

closely with him in all phases of its design and implementation. Mr.

Donald G. Ridenour, of the Council's staff, provided editorial as-

sistance in preparing the final version of this report.



An Advisory Committee on Agriculture was established by Dr. Riese

in conjunction with the study. (See Appendix for a listing of mem-

bers.) It convened at the beginning of this study to evaluate its

proposed objectives, aprroach, and scope and to provide guidance re-

garding this study effort. The Committee convened again to review a

draft of the final reporc and to advise the author of the study in

respect to its content, findings, and recommendations. The material

in the report is the responsibility of the author. The content,

conclusions and recommendations in the report may not necessarily

reflect entirely the views of each member of the Advisory Committee.

On behalf of Dr. Gries, the.Council, aad higher education in

California, I wish to express appreciation to the members of the

Advisory Committee, faculty, students, and administration from

various campuses who so willingly assisted Dean Gries during the

course of the study.

OWEN ALBERT KNORR
Director
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STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Dr. George A. Gries, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at
Oklahoma State University, served as consultant to the Coordinating

Council staff in its review of agricultural programs in California.

Dr. Gries presented his report -- Agricultural Programs in California

Public Higher Education -- to the Council in October 1971. Subsequently,

the Council recommended that segmental staff and advisory groups be

given additional time to analyze the report before submitting their

comments to the Council staff for review. The segmental responses to
the report's recommendations, together with comments by Council staff,

follow in section II.

In working with Dr. Gries, Council staff arrived at many of the same

conclusions he did. However, Council staff has since modified its
position on some of the author's recommendations on the basis of
information that was not available to Dr. Gries at the time of his

study.

It aould also be noted that a draft of Dr. Cries' report was
distributed simultaneously to all campuses with agricultural programs,
to segmental central offices, and to membels of the Ad Hoc Advisory
Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resov ces, and that many of the

salient recommendations of the report have already been implemented

or are being thoroughly examined.

Generally, Council staff was impressed quite favorably with the high

quality of campus staffs and programs. Several campuses have out-

standing facilities. Students interviewed reported general satisfaction

and, in some cases, an infectious enthusiasm for their instructors,

programs, and facilities.

Council staff is of the opinion that Dr. Cries' report has been a

major contribution to California agricultural education, leading to

re-evaluation of programs by faculty and administration and to closer

intersegmental cooperation.

In the area of agricultural employment, a study was conducted recently

by the Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources in

cooperation with the Department of Applied Behavioral Sciences at the

University of California, Davis. A summary of the findings of the

study are contained in Appendix A.

Based upon association with Dr. Gries, visits to campuses, and

discussions and correspondence with concerned individuals and groups

throughout the State, Council staff has prepared the recommendations

on agricultural programs that appear in this agenda item. As a general

statement, Council staff feels that California is fortunate in having



a rich diversity of programs in agriculture appropriately distributed

by geographic region. It appears that there is no need for additional

State College, Community College, or University campuses to add programa

in agriculture it this time; there may be need, however, for several

campuses to consider modification of existing programs. Maps indicating

campus locations of current agricultural programs appear in Appendix B.

Agriculture is a dynamic industry. As the nation's leading agricultural

state, California must continue to improve programs.of education and

research on its high school, college and.university campuses to meet

new challenges.

10
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS, RESPONSES, AND COMMENTS

The recommendations made by Dr. Gries as a result of his study of
agricultural programs, the responses of the three public segments,
and comments by Council staff follow:

RECOMMENDATION 1

Intim-Imatutionat Coopeution

AZt new totognama, new optiona, and nem =mu (a4 wat
a4 easting one4) Am& be 4cuened on a tegutan basi4

deteiunine eoltaboita.ti.ve acti.on wou2d not tead to
impicovemeat. FZagtant dapttication OS COW1.6eb and
pltogItanps 4howed be. el2minated.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We agree that there should be optimum integration of instruction
in'agriculture with other disciplines in each institution. This
is desirable for both cost and pedagogical reasons, and practice
in the University arready conforms to this principle. Our
programs of instruction in agriculture do make extensive use of
course offerings in other disciplines and schools. We do not
have in the University "autonomous" programs in agriculture such
as are described in the Gries report.

2. California State University and Colleges

No new degree majors or options within existing majors can be
implemented without having complete review and approval on campus,
review and approval by the Chancellor's Office, and in many
instances, review and comment by the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education. In addition, existing programs are subject to
campus and system performance review, the results of which are
reported to the Board of Trustees annually. Each of the State
Colleges, in coordination with the Office of the Chancellor, has
initiated an .annual study of course enrollments to ensure that
all budgeted courses meet minimum size standards and to avoid
unnecessary course duplication.

3. California Community Colleges

Courses are screened on a regular basis by Community College
deans of instruction and local agriculture advisory committees.
Community College agriculture departments use the expertise of
other disciplines to augment instruction in agriculture. This
should, indeed, be the procedure in all institutions.

vii



B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Segmental policies already conform to this recommendation, particularly

as a result of the Council's study of high cost programs, which
requested the segments to develop policies on minimum class size

nad measures oi productivity.1 Agriculture programs lie outside the

defined academic "core" area for both the University of California

and the California State University and Colleges; therefore,

requests for new programs in agriculture will normally come to the

Council for review and comment. Core areas for the Community
Colleges have not yet been defined, but it may be presumed that

agriculture will lie ou side the core area of that segment also.

RECOMMENDATION 2

Intet-In4titutiona2 Coopeution

The Liaihon Committee on 'kg/tier/It/vat and Natukat

Re4ouAce4 oi the AAticatation Coniekence 4hould expLoAe

way4 and mean4 o6 incua4ing coopeAative eiioAt4

betveen and among in4titation4. Becau4e otc Ahe co4t

ol6 centain 6aciLitie4, the need don iacutty 4pec2atizt4,

and the exidtence o6 Aeat but Low demand by 4tudent4
ox 4ome pkogkam4,.much coutd be accompti4hed thkough

joint u4e oi iac2.titLe4 and manpowek.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. Uniyetsity of California

We agree fully with the suggestion that the Liaison Committee on

Agricultural and Natural Resources of the Articulation Conference
should continue to explore ways and means to increase cooperation
between and among the public institutions of higher education.

2. California State University and Colleges

The Articulation Conference Committee for Agricultural and Natural

Resources is already taking action to coordinate student transfer

from Community Colleges to the State Colleges. The State Colleges

are also planning a system whereby students can spend a term or

an academic year at another of the State Colleges in order to
gain specialized training which is not available at their home

campuses. The possibility of broadening the base for utilizing
low demand facilities will be studied further.

1. Higher Cost.Programs in California Public Higher Education, CCHE
Report No. 71-3, March, 1971.



3. California Community Colleges

The Liaison Committee on Agricultural and Natural Resources of
the Articulation Conference should continue to explore, where
feasible, ways and means of increasing cooperative efforts
between and among institutions. Community College deans of
instruction are moving in this direction, and the University and
State Colleges are being utilized by Community College agricultural
instructors as resource personnel. State College facilities are
now being leased by Community College districts and utilized by
Community College agricultural instructors.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Further "exploration" by the liaison Committee is not sufficient.
The segments themselves must become actively involved in the joint
use of facilities and personnel. The Council has already requested
from the segments a brief annotated list of current examples of
interinstitutional and intersegmental cooperation in agricultural
programs, as well as suggestions of other academic areas for future
consideration.

At its July meeAmg, the Council received a report entitled
"Facility Sharing Among Institutions of Higher Education in
California. "1 The report included examples of facilities sharing
in institutions outside California and an inventory of such sharing
of facilities within California. While the report presented a partial
inventory of facilities sharing, it overlooked many excellent
examples of this form of educational cooperation. The "Analysis of
the Budget Bill, 1972-73" contains the following'recommendation.

We recommend that the Legislature direct the University
of California and the California State Colleges to develop
and report their plans to the California Council for Higher
Education for increased interinstitutional use of facilities
listed below. [The list includes agricultural facilities].
In addition, it should direct the segments to use cooperative
arrangements as a major criteria in the project approval
process.

An intersegmental committee has been appointed to follow up on the
Council's report on facility sharing. The segments have indicated
their willingness to respond to suggestions and proposals resulting
from the work of this committee. Council staff has every reason to
believe that the committee will be able to make reasoned judgments
about the potentialities for increased sharing.

1. CCHE Report No. 71-7, July, 1971.
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RECOMMENDATION 3

gontue on the Ex an4ton o the

froToe-o-- 1'ogitam4 4n AflauLtwi.e.

Unita 006 agnicatuke in academic in4titution4 mut awake

to the matization that they no Longa have a come& on

the expetti4e 4ox pxobtem 4oLving OA the concekn o6 tho4 e

pxobtem4. It 4.6 impekative that cottege4 o6 agkicuttune

Join togetheA with othex eeement4 o'S the iutitution in

both in4tAuctionae and Ae4eaxch pogkamos. They have been

apant 44om the Aut oti the academic community too Long.

The high Levee oti autonomy which they enjoy 44 ob4otete,

and .6-tep4 46howed be taken by ate adminiattatou to 'mak

the expen4ive bam2eA4 that di4t2ngu,i4h one aottege oa

diviaion tfaom anothet. In the eye4 otc the 4tudent and

in the totatity o6 knowtedge, 4uch di4tinction4 do not

exi4t.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

Our reaction to.this recaamendation is similar to that given

in Recommendation 1 above. There should be careful screening

of proposed new programs, and this now is the practice in

the University at both campus and University-wide levels.

2. California State University and Colleges

One function of the performance review* procedures referred to

above is to study means of developing greater inter-depart-

mental and inter-school or inter-divisional coordination.

This includes drawing upon course work offered by various

departments rather than duplicating course offerings. The

State Colleges School of Agriculture question the statement

that "they no longer have a corner on the expertise for

problem solving or the concern for those problems," for this

has not been their approach as demonstrated by the large

number of science and other non-agriculture courses taught

outside of the Schools of Agriculture but which are required

for the Agriculture degree major in the State Colleges.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Continual review of new and existing degree programs, or options

within degree programs, is now in effect at the University of

n14 x



California and the California State University and Colleges. One of
the concerns of this recommendation is the redundancy of courses.
Schools or Departments of Agriculture currently offer courses quite
similar in description to those offered in departments of biology,
business, economics, engineering, home economics, industrial arts
and technology, and mathematics. Council staff supports the
consultant's recommendation that these various departments cooperate
in a joint review of programs.

RECOMMENDATION 4

Univenotty and State Cottege4: New Plcopamt

Thene 4howed be no extenzion o Oftmat powtam4 in
apicatune to additionat eampuesed oti the Univemity
OA. State Catege 4y6teM.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We agree that there should be no extension of formal programs
in production agriculture to additional campuses of the
University.

2. California State University and Colleges

The State Colleges are in full agreement with.the recommendation
that no additional colleges be authorized to offer programs in
Agriculture.

3. CalUornia Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

The University's response to this recommendation covers only
production ariculture and makes no mention of other specializations
within the field. In later correspondence, the University stated
that "... it had no intention of extending formal programs in
agriculture, as traditionally defined, to campuses other than
Berkeley, Davis, and Riverside. If any questions about the
definition of agriculture should arise they can be dealt with
through our existing academic programs review agreements." The
University undoubtedly will comply with the full scope of the
recommendation until such time that it can clearly be shown that
programs in agriculture are needed at.additional University campuses.
At the present time, there is no evidence to justify such a need.



The California State University and Colleges concur with the

recommendation.

With regard to the Community Colleges, it appears dodbtful that

additional programs in agriculture are needed at this time. However,

if a new program is initiated at a Community College campus, the

Council staff should be advised.

RECOMMENDATION

At/ Neixn,6
No new optLon Ahowed be. app4oved without clue examinatton
oi the. po44ibitity o6 eatlabotatime Wont with otha
unZtis oi the inisatuti.on (e.g., witdaie and tioke6t1ty a)th
biotogy, agAicatukat. buzint64 calth bu4.111.e64, wetAng
and tAcw.tot tepa,Or. with &dated technicat depvitment6).

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

Since as indicated under Recommendations 1 and 3, the suggested

review processes already are a part of the University system, we

have no disagreement with this recommendation.

2. California State University and Colleges

Interdepartmental coordination is well underway at the four State

Colleges with Agriculture programs. New options in Agriculture

are subject to all-college review and approval as well as review

and comment by the Coordinating Council and review and approval

by the Chancellor's Office. One State College has initiated

major curricular revisions which include interdepartmental

course and program developments.

3. California Community Colleges

This examination is currently in progress. Community College

educational programs are approved by the Chancellor, local

curriculum committees are extremely active in this regard, and

Community College presidents, deans of instruction, and local

occupational advisory committees contribute to the close scrutiny

of all new programs. A respons'bility of the Community Colleges

is to respond as well as possible to the needs of the local

community withia the framework of available resources.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMENTS

Segmental policies indicate positive action on this recommendation.

Under the current agreement with the public segments of higher



the general term Educational Reserve nay be used) are:

1. An area to be used exclusively for research, although
a few other non-consumptive uses nay be allowed in some
cases. Suggested name: Research Reserve

2. An area for general field instruction, in which limited
joint use or use-sharing:is allowable. These areas may
under certain conditions be made available to high schools,
elementary schools, nuseum classes, etc.1 Suggested nam
Instructional Reserve

3. An area to be used not primarily for its intrinsic
ecological value but as a base for technological education
(boat docks, warehouses, mariculture, ponds, etc.). These
can often, perhaps generally, be located in areas which
are themselves not in th,.. above WO categories, especially
not in pristine or near-pristine natural areas. Maricultural
areas should not impinge on undisturbed areas, but may be
nearby, as they require water of good quality. (Particular
descriptive titles such as Mariculture Reserves, Technological
Base, Applied Research Area, etc. should be used.)

There are three levels of instructional and,research use to which
sites may be put: (a) observations and measurements only; (b)
collecting and selective sampling; and (c) manipulative use, both
pure and applied. Those three levels are applicable to any three of
the types of functional areas listed above.

C. Cooperative Use

Higher Education must work closely with certain agencies of government,
especially the State Departments of Parks and Recreation and Fish and
Game. Many of the research areas needed by higher education are in
existing or proposed State Park system units; sections of these units
should be set aside as Research and Instructional Reserves. The "State

1. It should be emphasized here that educational institutions other
than those representing higher education have needs for marine
educational reserves and, in fact, their uncontrolled use of
many coastal areas constitutes a serious problem. Planning should
be instituted to provide areas for their use.

17



education, proposals to initiate new options in agriculture would

come to the Council for review and comment. Council staff presumes

that these proposals would stress cooperative efforts with other

instructional units.

RECOMMENDATION 6

Excaame Couue Nen2ng4

Thoughtiat cuuteutan teimm 44 degatety needed.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We agree that curriculum review and revision is a continuing

responsibility. In the University, the recent major reorganization

of i-struction in agricultural sciences at Davis, the consolidation

of instruction in biology and agriculture at Riverside in a single

Department of Biological and Agricultural Sciences, and the

reorganization of the undergraduate prograhs in agricultural

sciences now in process at Berkeley reflect this commitment in

the University. (The policy directive on thIs subject which was

issued by Vice President McCorkle on June 9, 1971, is attached.)

(See Appendix C.)

2. California State University and Colleges

As pointed out in previous statements, curricular perf-rmance

reviews are conducted by all State Colleges. Elimination of

course proliferation is an important consideration in the review

process, and course duplication is studied carefully by the

colleges. Instances of a single faculty member teadhing "as

many as twelve to fifteen different courses covering a wide

range of disciplines" do not occur in the State Colleges. Such

a practice is not in the best interest of students, and instances

of this type of scheduling should be stopped wherever found.

3. California Community Colleges

There is a constant need to review curricula in all areas.

Advisory committees on agriculture programs assist Community

Colleges regularly in the process of curricular review.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

The underlying concern of this recommendation has not received

sufficient attention in the past. SegMental curricular review,

although adequate, has not always led to reform. It is the implemen-

tation of reform that concerned the consultant. Council staff

persists in this recommendation, believing that interdisciplinary
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faculty committees should be used extensively by segmental staff in
carrying out the recommendation. Currently it is common to find
descriptions of courses in agriculture quite similar to descriptions
of those offered in biology, business, economics, engineering, home
economics, industrial arts and technology, and mathematics. If the
courses are, in fact, quite similar, perhaps slight modifications
of the courses in other departments might make them suitable for
use by agriculture departments.

With respect to the Community Colleges, the study found that on some
campuses far too many options were offered for the few faculty
members available to teach the wide range of subject matter involved.

RECOMMENDATION 7

Ctedit iot Judging COM4e4

14:44 tecommended that COUJOU in judging tive4tock
and othet agticuttuitat commodif2e4 be diacontinued a4
audit odie4ing4.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

Not applicable to the University of California. We offer no
judging courses for credit.

2. California State University and Colleges

The State Colleges believe that judging livestock should be
retained as an essential part.of Agriculture education. There
appears generally to be no problem with including judging as
part of a course offering. In some instances it appears
justified to offer this as a separate course, since the
exper.;,n,...e gained is.an important part of student training in
certain Agriculture major areas.

3. California Community Colleges

Such courses should be discontinued unless behavioral objectives
are established and met.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

This recommendation was directed primarily to three of the four
California State University and Colleges that offer agriculture.
Council staff agrees with the consultant that although judging
experience is valuable it should either be incorporated into other
courses or treated as an extracurricular activity. Today's
agriculture student has many more sophisticated demands placed upon



him during the course of his program that before. Technical skills,

labor-management relation skills, and business skills are receiving

much greater emphasis in the industry today. Some curricular refoims

must be made.

RECOMMENVATION 8

WoAk Pujecto: SupeAv4.6ion and Ptedit

No mute than liota iseme6teit (tot zix quaittex) hou.46
"4upeiw14ed wolt.fa pkojecte Ahmed be. allowed Lok wc.e.dit

towaxd the. Associate oi Ants degnee. olt. 6 cm. tAan46ek. No

mcm.e than. e.ight 4emeistvi. howls A.kl. &IA type oi endeavon.

showed be appti.eabte to gitadao.ti,on itequitements icor. the
baccatauteate degtee.

A. SEGAENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

The University concurs in the philosophy expressed here and

endorses the concept of properly supervised work experience

within reasonable limitations. The Agricultural and Natural

Resources Liaison Committee is considering this question and it

is anticipated that the Committee will recommend a maximum of

six quarter units which can be expected to receive serious

consideration by the University.

2. California State University and Colleges

The State Colleges see no problem with this recommendation. At

the present time the question of the number of credit units for

II supervised work projects" is under study by the Articulation

Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources. The

State Colleges will follow the recommendation of the Committee

if the recommendation is accepted by the Administrative Committee

of the Articulation Conference.

3. California Community Colleges

The Administrative Code provides for work experience education

in the Community Colleges, and this iJ an important thrust in

occupational agriculture programs in California. Over 1,000

students are enrolled for credit at agriculture work experience

education training stations. It is possible to earn 16 semester

hours of credit toward the AA degree. The recommended limitation

should apply to transfer only.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Title V of the Education Code allows up to 16 units of credit in

work experience for a vocational program in the Community Colleges.
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The consultant's recommendatIon refers to credit acceptable for
transfer to a four-year program. Council staff believes that
transfer credit allowed for work experience should be limited to
approximately 4 semester units or their equivalent.

Work experience, matrix supervised., and with student and job
properly matched, is a valuable part of an educational program.
Work experience provides the student an opportunity for self-
evaluation and an opportunity to place theory, basic skills and
knowledge, and practice in juxtaposition.

Inasmuch as this question is currently being studied by the segments
(thtough the vehicle of the Liaison Committee' on AgricultUre and
Natural Resources) Council staff recommends that the Liaison
Committee report on the matter at the May 1973 meeting of the
Administrative Committee of the Articulation Conference. While
Council staff recommends an upper limit of 4 semester units in work
experience, it has no objection if the three public segments agree
to a maximum of six.

Council staff noted that many students in the Community Colleges
interviewed during the course of the study were generally dissatisfied
with present work experience because of lack Of supervision and
because the experiences were not designed to provide a variety of
activity.

RECOMMENDATION 9

Bekketey: Undevtaduate Pitogum

The undevbaduate totogum Ln agticattuu at Bedeeeey
Ahoutd be netained deopite tow emottments in many
oi the 4epau2e =jou.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

The faculty of the College of Agricultural Sciences at Berkeley,
in 'consultation with the School of Forestry, is in the midst of
a major reorganization. The new program is planned to include a
substantial redirection of undergraduate instruction through
which the existing undergraduate curricula will be reduced to
three and the emphasis will be brought more strongly on the
sciences underlying agricultural production, processing and
marketing and their application to the management and conservation
of natural resources and the zontrol of adverse effects on the
natural and domestic environment. '1n this new plan the present
major in "Agricultural Science" will be abandoned. Undergraduate
enrollments are increasing in response to initial steps in the
reorganization plan -- from 203 in the Fall of 1969 to 549 in
the Fall of 1971.
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2. California State University and Colleges

Although this recommendation applies directly to the University

of California, the State Colleges believe that the undergraduate

program in Agriculture at both the State Colleges and the

University of California should be subject to review using the

same criteria for both.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with the actions taken and proposed by the

University and with the comments of the State University and

Colleges. The Berkeley faculty and administration is to be commended

for revitalizing the curriculum. When this reorganization plan is

developed, the University should submit the plan to Council staff

for review and comment if it falls under the definition of a new

program.

RECOMMENDATION 10

1.3e2tia1aL

Instead ot5 being a tang& ba6ic "agAicuttuA.at 4cience"

majoA, the AglUcttetwat Saence option is; in iae,t, an

"umbAdtan titte undeA which 4evetat majou Axe oiiened.

Dapite the iact that it eiiectivety hi.de6 the United

numbem oi 4tudent4 in the 4epaAate di4c2ptine4, Lt

Azmainh a tow-enAottment, high-cozt totogum. Since the

guat majoAity oti the g1taduate4 oi thi4 option continue

on to gtaduate zchoot, the pte4ent degnee o6 itexibit4y

i4 not euentiat. In concept, the pAogAam Ls good and

it can be ju4ti6ied a4 a mean4 oi ptoducing potentiat

gnaduate 4tudent4. Onty the degAee o6 Apeciatization

As que4tioned and it i4 undeutood that thi4 tonobtem

i4 cuAAentey undeA 6tudy. OtheA depaAtments that have

Attained thein zepaAate majou woutd do wett to Aeduce

theik nequixement4 iot uppeA d2vi4ion wank in theiA

depattments and join in the agAicuttuAat "science option

t4 the mutuat beneii,t o6 att.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

See comments on Recommendation 9. Initially the option was

undertaken in part as an administrative device to encourage the
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phasing out of some of the low enrollment highly specialized
undergraduate majors, as well as to provide a broader base in
the agricultural sciences. If the current reorganization plan
is adopted, one major agricultural science curriculum will.emerge
to replace the presently fragmented program.

2. California State University and Colleges

Although recommendation 10 applies directly to the University of
California, the State Colleges believe that the undergraduate
program in Agriculture at both the State Colleges and the

University of California should be subject to review using the
same criteria for both.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Proposed changes at Berkeley will conform to this recommendation.
(See comments under Recommendation 9.)

RECOMMENDATION 11

Rivekside: Cottege oi Biaeogicat. and
AvazatuAat Sciencez in Concept and Ptactice

The concept o6 a Cottegc o6 Biotogicat and AgiticuttuAat
Sciences a must exciting and oiims an ideal means oi
wading the &clients and intetests oi the basic and
apptied 4cientats on a btoadet inont than has been
attempted beione. It does not, and shoutd not, mean
that the biotogatis become staves to agticuetune on
Limit theit intekuts to ateas oi immediate cancan
to agaicuttuAz. HopeWey, the biotogists witt be
sensitive to the needs oi agiticuttuAe and the ag/L-
c1LtwLa16.t4 wite be abte to see the Long-nange
vatue oi "pune" biotogy. Thete Ahmed be an
inaeast.ng amount oi communicati.on and coteabotat,Lon.
Fort the good oi both biotogy and agAicattme nation-
wide it a hoped that tha happy wtdding wilt be
given maximum oppoAtunity to succeed.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

As does Dr. Gries, we see much promise in the reorganization of
instruction in biology and agriculture at Riverside and agree
that this concept should be given every opportunity to prove itself.



2. Califoznia State University and Colleges

Although recommendation 11 applies directly to the UniverOty of
California, the State Colleges believe that the undergraduate
program in Agriculture at both the StaLe Colleges and the University
of California should be subject to review using the same criteria
for both.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with this recommendation and with the segmental
responses._

RECOMMENDATION 12

Rivvaide: Anbnat Sc.iene.e

The Cateege oi atotogicat and AgAieuttutat Saence6 on
the R,Lvemide Campaa o the Uraveit-6,14 4hou2d not
inZttate a 6ute-4cate plt.ogum An..tnat. Saence unte64
them a majox thanae. manpowur. eed6 o6 the
induatity.

A. SEGMENTAL nSPONSES

1. University of California

There is no intention at present to initiate a full scale program
in animal science at the Riverside campus. We are not sure that
we understand the implications of the concluding statement under
this recommendation that there is a need for greater research
"because of the unique problem of the livestock industry in
southern California". The University's Agricultural Experiment
Station is constantly alert to such needs.

2. California State University and Colleges

An Animal Science program is already a part of the program at
California State Polytechnic College, Pomona, and provides a good
potential for the implementation of inter-institutional cooperation.
The college is prepared to discuss the means by which a cooperative
program can be developed. Faculty, courses and livestock
research facilities could be made available for the support of
undergraduate and graduate programs. The Southern California
area adjacent to Cal Poly, Pomona facilities is one of the most
concentrated dairy and poultry producing areas in the United States.
The needs of the area's economy enhances the desirability for
such an inter-institutional agreement as suggested.



3. California Community Collages

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAPP COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with the consultant's recommeneation and urges
University staff to consult and cooperate with State University and
College staff in any consideration of an animal science program at
the Riverside campus. In later correspondence the University
reiterated that it "... has absolutely no intention cf offering
programs in animal science except at Davis." In the event an animal
science program is proposed for the Riverside campus, the University
would normally submit the plan to the Council for review and comment
in accordance with the agreed upon role of the Council in academic
planning.

RECOMMENDATION 13

State Cotte2e4: Itit4sion and Empha4e4

The State Cottege4 a4 a gtoup Ahmed degne mane
pneci4et4J than mi44ion and thein note in the totat
higheA education hie/La/why within the State.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, since this recommendation applies to State College
programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

One concept which is important in understanding the mission and
the role of the State Colleges in "the total higher education
hierarchy within the State" is that each college is not and
cannot be all things to all people. Trustee policy on academic
master plans precludes this. The differences among the colleges
are important to the proper functioning of the system in the
service of the State. Some program duplication is necessary to
meet the needs of the students and the surrounding communities
as assessed by the college. The purpose of Agriculture education
is to provide personnel to meet the employment needs in the
agricultural industry of the State of California and to maintain
a contemporary stance vis-a-vis changes in the industry.
Consequently, each program must maintain its flexibility, through
creative utilization of faculty and facilities on each campus.
The student must be educated in such a way that he can anticipate
and manage technological changes in the industry.
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3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with this recommendation. The Office of the

Chancellor is currently reviewing all academic programs, including

agriculture.

RECOMMENDATION 14

Sia,k_2(2.112922.2_1E22LtyjAi2alfialluTEL

it wowed be higkey de,siitabte itc the Sta,te CoZeege6, in
conceht, coutd agtee on a too-yeait cote pnognam in
ag/ticu.aute, a 4t2LongeA. two-yeah pogkam in -the bahic
zaencez and geneAat education component, and ite.ta.in a
minina nwnba oi etecti.ve6 that may be needed to
matt/ate 4ome. ztudenta.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, since this recommendation applies to State College

programs.

2. California SZ-ate Uaiversity and Colleges

At the present time the Articulation Liaison Committee for

Agriculture and Natural Resources is working to develop a lower

division program which is comparable throughout the state but is

not identical at all institutions. If successful, the program

will allow each of the institutions of higher education to retain

its individuality, yet allow for the smooth transfer of agriculture

studencs from the Community Colleges into the State Colleges or

the University upper division programs. As for the general

education component, more than one of the Articulation Committees

have recommended strongly that the General Education-Breadth

component be spread over the four-year program rather than being

concentrated at the lower division. This would also allow more

units to be devoted to lmer division basic sciences, as recommended

in the study.

The question of lower division motivational courses has been

discussed with industrial representatives. Based on industrial

studies, it seems true that many potentially excellent students

are lost to the Agriculture industry because of a lack of early

exposure to such courses.
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3. California Community Colleges

If the State Colleges develop a two-year core program, it should
be done in cooperation with Community Colleges to prevent
articulation problems.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

The comments of the State University and Colleges indicate willingness
to conform to this recommendation through the Liaison Committee on
Agriculture and Natural Resources. The Liaison Committee should
report its progress in developing the core curriculum to the
Administrative Committee of the Articulation Conference at its May
1973 meeting. Recently proposed changes in State University and
College regulations concerning Community College transfer students
state that only those courses which are designated as "transfer"
courses will be used to determine eligibility for transfer. These
regulations nre to take effect in the Fall of 1973. While it would
be convenient to "standardize" the lower division programs of the
State University and Colleges, the diverity that exists between
the California Polytechnic Colleges and the other State Colleges
will present some difficult problems if a student is redirected.
State University and College and Community College staffs are now
directing their attention to this matter with the hope of resolving
the problems a redirected student might encounter before the
regulations become effective. The Community Colleges hold the
position that their potential transfer students should be allowed
to complete as many units in agriculture as do lower division
"native" students in the State Colleges. Under conditions of
redirection the lack of uniformity, while preserving individuality
on each campus, can place a severe hardship on a transfer student.

RECOMMENDATION 15

State Catege4 lTc.u_LA2,1ficgtute Ptogaam

The 066ice o6 the Chance-Mt 'showed initiate an anaeysiz
o6 the sub-baccataulLeate technicat agkicuLtIkme pugum
at Cati6oania State Paytechnic Cotlege, San Luiz Obispo.
This anatysiz 4houtd detamine the need OA. the paogum
in view 016 the inoteasing nwnbet o6 technicat pugtallis

the Community Coteegez and it's inguence on the
baccataukeate pltugUM.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. Univercity of California

No comment, since this recommendation applies to State College
programs.
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2. California State University and Colleges

The Chancellor's Office submitted an analysis to the Coordinating
Council for Higher Education on this two-year Technical
Agriculture Program on April 3, 1970. California State Polytechnic
Colleges, San Luis Obispo is aware of the problem concerning the
sub-baccalaureate Technical Agriculture Program. One Community
College in the service area has initiated an Agriculture program,
and a second Community College is investigating the area needs.
The college will seek proper program coordination with the two
Community Colleges, including facilities and program sharing
where possible.

3. California Community Colleges

The Community Colleges agree with this recommendation which is
similar to a previous Council study recommendation.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

The technical program at California State Polytechnic College, San
Luis Obispo, is unique and outstanding. The program serves not
only the local area but also the entire State.

The consultant and Council staff have expressed their concern to
Cal Poly about the relationship between the College's technical
agriculture program and its degree program. Many of the students
ip the technical program do not appear to meet the regular
admission requirements of the State University and Colleges. Yet,
many of the courses offered in agriculture at Cal Poly.are taken
concurrently by students seeking a baccalaureate degree and by
students enrolled in a technical agriculture program.

The concern of the consultant and Council staff is that this sharing
of courses between the two programs may lead to a loss in quality in
the baccalaureate program. It appears that some courses require
prerequisites of the baccalaureate student which the technical
agriculture student would not meet.

The latest published listing of Community College occupational
programs1 shows that Allan Hancock College, which is within commuting
distance of the Cal Poly campus, has initiated twelve different
options within agriculture. Council staff also understands that
Cuesta College, located in San Luis Obispo, is contemplating some
activity in agriculture.

While it is unusual to plan Community College programs around an

1. Office of the Chancellor, Occupational Programs in California
Public Community Colleges 1971-72, California Community Colleges,
Sacramento, California, p. 10.
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existing State College program, Council staff believes that, in view
of the fact that Cal Poly has some of the finest agriculture
facilities in the State and that the institution has a long-standing
history of providing a technical program as well as a baccalaureate
program, la definie_need for additicalLitamms_latill_mographic
prea should be clearly demonstrated before anv consideration is

establishment
the region.

This geographic region provides an ideal opportunity to explore fully
the joint use of facilities.

RECOMMENDATION 16

State Cottsap: Acceptancejli Ttanziet Student6

It iz 4tAongty tecommended that, by jaki-t a.cti.on the
State Cottege4 4haApty te4ttict the Wolta 4ok whiCh they
witt give ttan4614. ctedit towakd the baccatauteate
degtee to a Zevet no guatet than that pamitted o6
theik own "native" 4tudent4. Recommended ids a maximum
oic 18 4eme4tet houm (cot. equivaZen1t) o6 toutse4 in

agticuttute, inctuding not ovek 6ouk unith 4OA
"zupeAvi4ed wotk" activit-te)s. Untit a mechamizm can
be devi4ed u4ing 4ome 6catute4 o4 uptogummed"
4n4tAuct2on which witt attow 4tudent4 to bui,ed upon
the babeallich they have in an atea, ctedit4houtd not
be attowed dot coutsu taught without the pteuqui4i2e
that the compatabte coutese has at the State.Cottege.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, since this recommendation applies to State College
programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

New Title 5 regulations governing the State College acceptance
of transfer units from the Community Colleges have recently been
adopted, which should resolve issues of transferability of
Community College work. The State Colleges recommend that a
maximum of 20 semester units (or the equivalent) of courses in
Agriculture be accepted in transfer toward minimum degree
requirements, provided that all of these courses are preceded by
prerequisites comparable to State College courses.. The colleges
also recommend that a maximum of ipunits of "supervised work" be
accepted for transfer toward minimum degree requirements, in
addition to the 20, making possible the transfer of a maximum of
24 semester units (or equivalent) of agricultural courses.



3. California Community Colleges

Continuing review of this character is conducted in respect to
transfer credit. The National Science Foundation Agricultural
Sciences Articulation Project (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo) is
examining issues of such Community College transferable credit,
and completion of this project should be taken into consideration.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with the Board of Trustees' action regarding
this recommendation, with the exception that further consideration
should be given to placement of work experience credit within the
20-semester unit maximum of acceptable transfer credit.

The new State University and College regulations on transfer students,
which becomes effective in 1973, will need to take into account the
variations in lower division requirements among the various agriculture
programs and the possibility of redirection. Under the new regulations,
the transfer student will be allowed and encouraged to take the same
lower division courses for transfer as are required in the programs
for "native" students.

RECOMMENDATION 17

State Cot2ege4: Maztee4 Degue P4ognam4

The ma4tee4 degue pognam4 o66eked by the State Cottege4
have not yet achieved 4u66icient 4tatute that thein tong-
teArn potentia -a evident. The 046ice o6 the Chancettox
ion. the State Cottege4 4homed undettake a ckitica
examination o6 them with potimeat Aegaild to need and
quatity. Tho4e that have gentane potentiat 4houtd be
4uppoAted; tho4e &tieing it 4howed be di4continued.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, since this recommendation applies to State College
programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

Master's degree programs in Agriculture are relatively new in
the California State Colleges. The performance review previously
referred to provides a means of evaluating all degree programs
in quantitative and qualitative terms. The ongoing review
procedures will meet this recommendation, with which the system
is in total agreement.
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3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Segmental policies already conform to this recommendation. Master's
degree programs in the State University and Colleges exist at
Fresno, Chico, and San Luis Obispo. Cal Poly, Pomona, anticipates
initiating a master's program in animal science in 1972.

While it is true that master's degree programs in agriculture are
relatively new in the State University and Colleges, enrollments in
the various programs have not increased substantially since they
began. In particular, the need for the master's degree program at
Chico should be re-examined.

RECOMMENDATION 18

individuat2 etton Teehni (Leis

The uise oi the. "pnoce44 apptoach" IndividuaLey
Ike,:sciabed Inotiute,aon (TM techaque4 Ahmed be
eake60.4 examined a4 an impuved method o enabZing
the 4mooth taamition ottnanqet cudit.

114 SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We assume that this approach to the transfer credit problem will
be included in considerations by the Agricultural and Natural
Resources Liaison Committee of the Articulation Conference.

2. California State University and Colleges

The "Individually Prescribed Instruction" techniques recommended
in the study have been a part of all State College programs under
provisions for challenge examinations. Explorations of credit-
by-examination and external degree opportunities, now vigorously
underway in the State Colleges, may also provide means by which
some students can complete portions of a degree program through
methods which satisfy the concept of Individually Prescribed
Instruction techniques.

3. California Community Colleges

The use of the "process approach" or Irldividually Prescribed
Instruction (IPI) techniques should indeed be examined carefully
as a method. for enabling the accelerated progress through a
program of study.
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B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Segmental responses indicate a willingness to explore the proposal

for Individually Prescribed Instruction. There are significant

possibilities and problems involved in describing course performance

objectives and in defining measurable levels of student performance

in meeting these objectives. There are also unknown educational

and financial ramifications to this proposal for evaluation of

experiences and the prescribing of needed additional experiences.

Council staff commends the segments for their intention to explore

the many issues raised by this recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION 19

Commusziew Pug/L=4

Gwidelinez .6hout4 be eistabtizhed immediatety undeA
which new picog1Lam4 in apicuetuke may be peAmitted
at in4fitution4 not now o4gelting avticuttune. New

ptopkam4 4houtd be ju4tiiied on the basits oi actuat

need4 oi the tocat and Aegiohat indeatty. Data
zhoutd be accamutated and pituented not onZy on the
agnimetmat 4lateis needed, but aao on the dehited
puciency in mathematia, communication 41zitt4,
4ockat and oychoLogicat'chakacteAi4fic4, and

undeutanding o4 civL govetnment. Nem pxogtam4

4homed be encomaged t4 contain a 4tungen "genekat
education" component than mo4t exi4ttn9 one4. No

new pnogtam6 in agAialetutat wetdi.ng, apicuttukat
buzinezz, etc., zhowed be. initiated with.out co.e6a2

anaty4i4 oi pozsibte cottabo&ation with otha
ptogkam4 in the. cottege.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comMent, since this recommendation pertains to Community

College programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

The State Colleges concur in the recommendation and are available

to assist in any way through studies, advice, and interinstilonal
facilities utilization.

3. California Community Colleges

These activities are now taking place. Local Community College

trustees, p'residents, deans of instruction, deans of vocational
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education, directors of agriculture, and agriculture advisory
committees are addressing themselves to the activities in this
recommendation.

The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges has
determined that general education requirements in the Community
Colleges will consist of the following minimum requirements: 15
semester units of general education which must include at least
one course in each of four areas: (1) natural sciences, (2)
social sciences, (3) humanities, and (4) learning skills. The
Board of Governors and the Community Colleges are very active in
newly-established vocational area planning committees and are
also developing area master plans.for vocational education.
These arca master plans will be useful to Community Colleges
within the same general geographic area. These planning areas
are formed along major job market areas.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Since the study of agricultural programs was undertaken, the Council
as assumed its new role in the review of academic plans and programs.
This recommendation is inherent in the review process for proposed
new programs.

RECOMMENDATION 20

Potentiat TAan66eA, Students: Identi6icatioA and TAeatnent

Wiz impenative that advams o6 4tudent4 in the Community
Cottegez make eveny e404t to identi6y potentiat tAan46en
4t1Ldenti6 ea:2y in thein. academic cauen. Such ztudentz
showed be eneocutaged to bnoaden theit backpound4 with
cow/4u in the zociat 4eience4 and humanitiez as welt az
in the bazic zeienee/s. FoAmme comzez in agAicattote
showed be kept to a min,inum.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, Since this recommendation pertains to Community
College programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

A recurring problem is the number of vocational-technical students
who decide to enter a baccalaureate program. Early identification
of these students will eliminate many obstacles which they fare
when attempting to enroll in and complete a 4-year program. Each
of the State Colleges works closeiy with Community Co' ge
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counselors to assist in developing methods of identifying

potential transfer students, and will continue to do so.

Experience shows th,it one way to identify these students is

through the early introduction of the student into "motivational"

types of courses.

3. California Community Colleges

The problem is realistic assessment of goals and objectives by

students. Some students indicate they may wish to transfer, but

In practice, many do not. Recent regulations adopted by the

Board of Governors require course work in the social sciences,

humanities, and other areas of general education.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

The newly adopted regulations of the Community Colleges and the new

transfer policy of the State University and Colleges will alleviate

this problem in time.

RECOMMENDATION 21

Community Cottege4: Shmt,Com/se4

It is suggested that the Community Cottega, individuatty

and in concekt, expeone the potentiat needs and method4

oi 4t44ing inckeased activities in the akea o4 shokt

coutses pakticutalay &signed to tyt the needs oi the

industky.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

No comment, since this recommendation pertains to Community

College programs.

2. California State University and Colleges

There is a great need for such short courses. The Staie Colleges

will cooperate with the Community Colleges in the development

of such coures, and the poi;sible provision of expanded offerings

lilading to external degrees which can satisfy the needs of the

agricultural professions. This also will entail the development

of guidelines for joint use of facilities.

3. California Community Colleges

The Board of Governors is examining alternatives to present

financial restrictions which do not permit appropriate use of

short courses.
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B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with this recommendation and commends both the
Board of Governors for examining viable alternatives, and the Board
of Trustees for their willingness to work cooperatively with the
Community Colleges in this endeavor.

RECOMMENDATION 22

Askicuttultat Education

A thonough ariatoLs 4houtd be made by up/te6entatiye6 ol6att State Cottege/5 and Univeuity campu6 e6 oci6eAing
agAicatute (a/Az:MAIL they haye agnicuttutat education
pnovtamz ox not) o4 the impact o4 the atteApt by 4ome
1o/1404M to integiLate the comzez itequil)Led ceAtqicattion
tlooughout the. undeitoaduate yea44 az wat a4 the "6i6th
yean.."

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

The only agricultural education program within the University
system exists at the Davis campus. Enrollment is comprised
largely of transfer students in certificate programs. We are
unclear as to what the nature of the problems referred to in this
recommendation are since we have experienced little difficulty.
We would, of course, be happy to participate in the proposed
analysis.

2. California State University and Colleges

The State Colleges agree that there must be an evaluation of the
Agriculture Education programs, but pending development of guide-
lines by the new Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing,
no specific action should be taken. At the present time the
credent'al programs in Agriculture are being administered by the
Bureau of Agricultural Education, which will be working closely
with the Commission. It is hoped that planning will continue
and, when a need can be demonstrated, new programs can be developed
with the assumption that they will he accepted as "approved
programs" by the Commission. Certainly no program will suffer
from additional discipline support, but the types of support will
be dependent upon the specific organizational pattern of the
individual State Colleges.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.



B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with this recommendation and encourages the

segments to provide information and advice to the Commission for

Teacher Preparation and Licensing for the development of guidelines
by which to evaluate agricultural education prDgrams.

RECOMMENVATION 23

Accountabaity o6 Fam Opeitat2on4

A unipArn cozt-accounting zyttem 0,11. the opeution o6
4aAm4 4homed be e6tabti4hed by the 066.i.ce 06 the
ChanceZtot on the Ptuident OIL each cl6 the zotems
06 pubtic highet education.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

It is assumed that this recommendation is not intended to be
applicable since the University operates no "teaching farms" and
its instructional programs are not burdened with such costs.
Instructional use is sometimes made of Experiment Station
Laboratory facilities, but the added costs of such instructional
use to the Experiment Station are virtually negligible and would

not yield to a meaningful accounting determination of magnitude.

The report does not seem to take account of such relationships
between teaching departments and the Experiment Station in its
references to the costing of agricultural instruction.

2. California State University and Colleges

A uniform cost-accounting system for the operation of the State
College farms would be of great value and steps will be taken to
work directly with the Office of Business Affairs in the
Chancellor's Office in order to develop a uniform system.

3. California Community Colleges

The Board of Governors is developing a cost-accounting system
that will implement this recommendation.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff urges the Board of Trustees of the State University
of Colleges and the Board of Governors of the Community Colleges to
work cooperatively to develop a compatable cost accounting system
for the operation of farms.
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PECOMMENDATION 24

*await, Rezotace4 Cumicuta

i6 necommended that inztuttonz paoceed aatty
the devetopment ot5 6ut,e-4cate. pug/cams in the "Wattaat
Ruomme axea/s. A Ow Apeaati,zed coume4 and "zthott
coulaee could puballty 4eave a coetia pukpaoe on an
intenim ba64.6.

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We are unsure as to how to interpret the caution expressed in
the Cries report in regard to the development of "full-scale
programs" in natural resources. We agree that the expansion of
programs in the resources area should be deliberate and with
awareness of the potential for the employment of graduates. But
we should also recognize this field as one of growing societal
concern with respect to which the University has uniquely
valuable research and educational capabilities. The University
should therefore continue to support its research and degree
programs in forestry (professional, MS, and Ph.D.), and should
be alert to ways in which to enhance the contributions to be
made by its schools of forestry and agricultural sciences to
resource development and conservation and to control of the
environmental impact of agricultural production activities.

2. California State University and Colleges

In the event that there is a demonstrated need for programs in
the Natural Resources area in.the future, the State Colleges hope
that this recommendation will not preclude the further develop-
ment of such programs. The study recognizes that there is more
to the Natural Resources area than just Agriculture, but it does
not recognize that there are State College programs in Natural
Resources at Colleges where Agriculture programs do not exist.

3. California Community Colleges

Community Colleges agree with recommendation.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMENTS

The consultant intended the word "slowly" to imply caution. Adequate
analysis of the need for graduates of programs in natural resources
should be demonstrated prior to authorizing such programs. Council
staff concurs with this recommendation.

The official classification of Natural Resources lies outside the
academic "core" area for the public segments; therefore, any new



proposed program in natural resources should come to the Council

$4for*review and comment. With adequate consultation with thp segments,

it is hoped that these programs can be distributed geographically

and among the segments in response to need.

RECOMMENOATION 25

Vaelanany Medi.eine

/n vizir o6 the Atit.ong 6undamenta2 biotogy and new
medicze cottege aozocAlated wi,th the Invine campuh,

Atc.onne.nded that 4e.kiouis conzidenat,Lon be given to
devetoping a zecond Schoot. oi Veteianany Me.dicine on
that campta .

A. SEGMENTAL RESPONSES

1. University of California

We agree that there will probably be a need for a veterinary
education program to be located on a University of California

campus in southern California at some time in the future. However,

the specific campus and nature of the program, i.e., whether
independent or coordinated wf.th the School of Veterinary Medicine

at U.C. Davis, would best be decided in light of the realities

of funding and programs in progress at such time as the school

would be established. It is our intent to continue studies so

that the veterinary education program in southern California may

be of the highest possible quality and relevant to the needs of

the people of that region and the state at the time of establish-

ment. In the meantime, the School of Veterinary Medicine at

Davis will continue to work with the University of California at

Irvine in an attempt to fulfill some of the needs for veterinary

education in southern California on an interim basis. Also, in

the meantime, it would appear that the most immediate and cost-

effective way for us to increase the output of veterinarians
would be to expand the school at Davis to its maximum capacity

as soon as possible.

2. California State University and Colleges

Additional veterinarian training facilities are needed in the

State of California. It would seem appropriate to locate such
facilities so that new livestock facilities would not need to be

developed. California State Polytechnic College, Pomona has
land and anima] facilities which could be used if 4 Veterinary

Medicine College were located in the southern California region,

with the result of a substantial savings to the State. The

college has a strong pre-veterinary program and would like to

discuss the possibility of a joint program with either University



of California, Irvine or University of California, Riverside in
order to make maximum use of facilities now existing.

3. California Community Colleges

No comments at this time.

B. COUNCIL STAFF COMMENTS

Council staff concurs with the recommendation of the consultant only
on the assumption that "serious consideration" of one alternative
does not preclude equally serious consideration of other viable
alternatives, including consideration not only of University campuses,
but also of intersegmental cooperation.

At the time this study was begun, there was a great deal of discussion
about the University's initiating an additional Veterinary Medicine
program to be located in southern California. From his study, the
constultant found that the Riverside, Irvine, and San Diego campuses
of the University were each considering the development of a school
fo Veterinary Medicine.

The consultant was not asked to determine whether there is a need
for additional graduates in veterinary medicine in California.
Instead, he was asked to examine these three possible sites in terms
of which offered the best environment for a new School of Veterinary
Medicine in the event the University could demonstrate that a second
school wag necessary.

The University had undertaken a study of the need for a new school
of veterinary medicine, but the results of this study were not
available to the consultant. The consultant's conclusions regarding
the location of a new program in veterinary medicine points to the
fact that Irvine, with a School of Medicine and relationships with
Irvine Ranch and the surrounding community, appears to offer the
best opportunity and the greatest cost-benefits for a program in
southern California.

The consultant's report does not take into account the effect of the
expansion of the School of Veterinary Medicine at the Davis campus,
which may be accomplished through the forthcoming health science
bond issue. It may be that increased enrollments at Davis will
adequately serve California's need for graduates in veterinary
medicine.
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APPENDIX B

Maps Showing Location
of

Agricultural Programs
in the

University of California
California State.University and Colleges

California Community Colleges
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APPENDIX C

June 9, 1971

Policy Directive from Vice President McCorkle

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA CHANCELLORS:

Re: Policy on Minimum Class Size.

Beginning in the Fall term 1971 I am asking that minimum class
enrollment norms be established at each level of instruction,
and that exceptions thereto be authorized only where the special
justification clearly warrants the exception.

The minimum enrollment norms are set at: Lower Division (12),

Upper Division (8), and Graduate Division (4). In the event that
enrollment In a class falls below this specified norm in two
successive offerings the class should be eonducted again with an
enrollment below the norm only with your approval or the approval
of your designee(s). Less frequent offering of the class may
eliminate the need for such special consideration, and this
alternative should be kept in mind. You will recall my memorandum
of November 9, 1970 in which I did express the view that there
must be an opportunity for every freshman to participate during at
least one quarter of the academic year in a small group class
directly taught by a faculty member in oLe of the professorial

. ranks. This is to be viewed, of course, as one part of our
continuing efforts to improve the quality of undergraduate teaching
and to provide additional attention to studewcs in the lower
division. A.class in which enrollment falls below the norm
established above may be continued where necessary to achieve this
purpose.

Additional criteria which might justify conducting a class below
minimum size are suggested below. Department chairmen may of
course cite other evidence for special justification which in your
discretion you may take into account.

1. The course is required for graduation, and if the class
were cancelled the date of graduation of students who wish
to enroll in the course would be affected.

2. The course is required in a major program, and the class
must be offered at a particular time in order to maintain
proper sequence of courses.

3. The course (and/or the progr;im cf which it is a part) has
been offered for only a short time, and has not yet developed
to its full potential.
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4. The course is of an experimental character, either n its
subject matter or in its mode.of teaching, or both, and
time is needed to assess its potentialities.

5. The need for special facilities (laboratory, studio, etc.)
limits the size of the class.

6. The need for close personal supervision of the students by
the instructor limits the size of the class (e.g., certain
types cf fine arts instruction, clinical teaching, etc.).

7. The course is an offering in a subject field which does not
attract a large student clientele, but which nevertheless
should be represented among the scholarly offerings of a
major university because of its importance to scholarship.

I would hope that in your office or perhaps in the offices of the
Deans of the several schools and colleges a record might be main-
tained of the classes falling below the norms which have been
conducted as a consequence of approval of the special justifications
cited in their behalf.

We shall need to review the general policy set forth in this letter
from time to time and I invite you to calleto my attention any
special problems which emerge. I feel strongly, however, that in
the interest of an allocation of resources which will optimize
the educational quality of the University we must give continual
attention to the problem of class size. I ask your cooperation.

C. 0. McCorkle, Jr.

cc: President Hitch
Vice President Johnson
Vice President Kidner
Vice President McGuire
Vice President Taylor
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COORDINATING COUNCIL
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Resolution Adopting Recommendations
on Agricultural Programs in California

Public Higher Education

WHEREAS, The Coordinating Council has received and discussed
malcuritiErogrei_ILs in California Public Higher
Fiucation, the report of its consultant, Dean George
A. Gries; nay, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Coordinating Council commend Dr. Gries for
his study of agricultural programs in California
higher education and adopt the attached recommendations
regarding agricultural programs in California institu-
tions of higher education, which by reference become a
part of this resolution.

Adopted
April 4, 1972
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Governing Boards of the Public Segments

The Council advises The Board of Governors of the California Community
Colleges; The Board of Trustees of the California State University
and Colleges; and The Board of Regents of the University of
California.

1. All proposed and existing programs, options, and courses in
agriculture should be screened by appropriate academic officers
to determine if collaborative interdisciplinary action is
desirable and feasible on a campus.

2. The intersegmental committee, which was appointed to follow up
on the report "Facility Sharing Among Institutions of Higher
Education in California," in conjunction with the established
mechanism of the Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources of the Articulation Conference, should provide
information about the joint use of facilities in agriculture
and be responsive to suggestions and proposals resulting from
the work of that Committee. The Committee on Facilities Sharing
has already been asked to report to the Council on its findings
no later than 1 June 1972.

3. Curricular review should be made on each campus to determine the
existence of excessive degree-major programs, options, and courses
in agriculture. Where unwarranted duplication or inadequate
student support is found, curricular restructuring should be
encouraged.

4. The segments in cooperation with the Articulation Conference
Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources, should
develop guidelines and proposals for evaluating supervised work
experience credit for transfer students. It is suggested that
an upper limit ranging from 4 to 6 semester units of credit for
work experience education should be acceptable for transfer.
The Liaison Committee should report its findings at the May 1973
neeting of the Administrative Committee of the Articulation
Conference.-

5. The transfer student should be allowed to transfer the same
amount of lower division credit in agriculture that is equivalent
in content to that required of "native" students. The segments,
working through the Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources, should clearly define equivalent transferrable courses
and stipulate upper limits on the number of units of credit in
agriculture transferrable to individual four-year campuses.
With respect to the State University and Colleges, the proposed
change in transfer requirements to be implemented in 1973 should
be taken clearly into account, includiyg tne possibility of
redirection. This report should also be submitted to the
Administrati e Committee of the Articulation Conference in May
1973.



6. Examination should be made of techniques for the evaluation of

prior study and experience of a student relative to satisfying

the course requirements of an institution. Based upon such

evaluation, opportunities should be provided for the student

to acquire the additional experience needed to achieve full

course credit.

7. The use of the "process approach" or Individually Prescribed

Instruction (IPI) techniques should be carefully examined as an

improved method of enabling the smooth transition of transfer

credit.

8. It is recommended that institutions proceed with caution in the

development of full-scale programs in the "Natural Resources"

areas. A few specialized courses and "short courses" could

probably serve a useful purpose on an interim basis.

Board of Governors
and

Board of Trustees

The Council advises The Board of Governors of the California

Community Colleges and The Board of Trustees of the California

University and State Colleges:

1. The Community Colleges and the State University and Colleges

should cooperatively develop an intersegmentally compatible

cost-accounting system for student operations conducted on

college.farms.

Board of Governors

The Council advises The Board of Governors of the California

Community Colleges:

1. Courses in judging livestock and other agricultural commodities

should be either discontinued or restricted as credit offerings

in transfer programs.

2. Renewed effort should be made to distinguish vocational students

from potential transfer students, and to provide appropriate

academic counselling. The vocational education function of the

California Community Colleges is of vital importance to California.

It is important that the California Community Colleges carry on

both vocational and transfer programs in agriculture.

3. Guidelines should be established immediately to govern the

establishment of new programs. New programs should be justified

on the basis of actual needs of the local and regional industry.

New programs should be encouraged to contain a stronger "general

educatiop" component than most existing ones. No new programs in
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agricultural welding, agricultural business, and other programs
of a similar nature, should be initiated without careful analysis
of possible collaboration with programs in other departments in
the college; for example, welding, business, auto mechanics, etc.

4. Those students intending to transfer to a baccalaureate degree
program should be counseled to obtain a broad background in the
basic sciences as well as in the social sciences and humanities.

5. The feasibility ,f offering "short courses" by individual
colleges, or by several colleges cooperatively, regardless of
segment, should be examined.

6. The colleges should be encouraged to consider giving greater
emphasis in their programs to courses in labor nanagement and
business management.

7. The Community Colleges within commuting range of California
Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo, should reexamine the need
for establishing new, high-cost agricultural programs that parallel
the technical agriculture program offered by California State
Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo. .

Board of Trustees

The Council advises The Board of Tiusiees of the California State
University and Colleges:

1. Courses in judging livestock and other agricultural commodities
should be discontinued or restricted as credit offerings.

2. No additional campuses should be authorized to establish new
degree programs in agriculture at this time.

3. The State University and Colleges as a group should define more
precisely their mission and their role in the total higher
education heirarchy within the State.

4. The sub-baccalaureate technical agricultural program at California
State Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo, should be continued.
However, the influence of the technical agricultural program on
the baccalaureate program should be examined closely to determine
if the technical agricultural program tends to reduce the quality
of the baccalaureate program.

5. The current review of existing and proposed graduate degree
programs and options by the Office of the Chancellor, in
cooperation with campus faculty and administration, is encouraged
and commended by the Council. The.status of graduate programs in
agriculture needs clarification. Those that have genuine
poteotial should be supported; those lacking it should be
discontinued.



6. Schools or departments of agriculture and of education should be
encouraged to develop mutually acceptable "fifth year" programs
leading to teacher certification that permit students to
complete requirements within minimum credit guidelines being
established by the Commission for Teacher Preparation and
Licensing, the State's certification agency.

Board of Regents

The Council advises The Board of Regents of the University of
California:

1. No additional campuses should be authorized to establish new

degree programs in agriculture.

2. The undergraduate program iu agriculture at Berkeley should be
retained.

3. The Council commends and encourages tile current evaluation and
reorganization within the College of Agricultural Sciences at
Berkeley, with the assumption that the current fragmentation of .

curricula will be resolved.

4. 'hie concept of a College of Biological and Agricultural Sciences'
at the Riverside campus is most exciting and offers an ideal
means of welding the talents and interests of the basic and
applied scientists on a broader front than has been attempted
before. There should be an increasing amount.of communication
and collaboration and the experiment should be given maximum
opportunity to succeed.

5. In the event an additional school of veterinary medicine is
considered for southern California, discussions should be held
with the staff of the Chancellor of the Stare University and
Colleges and with private institutions to determine the feasi-
bility of intersegmental cooperation. The proposal for such a
program should identify clearly the need for the program and its
relationship to the capacity of the existing program at the
Davis campus of the University.



CHAPTER I

HIGHER EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE

A. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

From the tim. man assumed the responsibility of caring for his

family, the arts of husbandry of plants and animals must have been

part of his oral tradition. Pictographs from the era when man lived

a nomadic life record his concern with the methods of hunting and

the use of fruits and berries. The value of ciops and animals as

food and the techniques of their culture are among the topics

discussed at length by the scholars of early civilizations -- Chinese,

Egyptian, Roman, and Greek.

Although the history of formal educational programs is vague, we

do know .that topics related to agricultural production and processing

were included along with other aspects of natural science in the

education of clerics, doctors, and "gentlemen" in medieval times

and became recognized as a specific discipline in certain British

schools at leaat by the early eighteenth century. University

training programs in agriculture and forestry were highly developed

in Germany by the middle of the following century and served as the

forerunner of higher education programs in this country.

In the United States, the establishment in the latter half of the

nineteenth century of the land-grant, or "A&K", colleges either as a

part of, or separate from, the state universities changed the popular

conception of higher education. Previously, the classics and certain

elements of abstract science, language, and literature -- thought to

be the proper training for the professions of law, medicine, and
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religion -- constituted the basic curriculum. In the land-grant

colleges, the practical arts, including agriculture, were emphasized.

Following the passage of the Hatch Act in 1878 and the Smith-Lever

Act in 1914, research and extension in agriculture also became

associated with the land-grant college's activities.

Early in this century, many states required at least one course

in agriculture of.the region for certification of primary and secondary

school teachers; thus, agriculturalists were employed on the faculties

of many of the normal schools. Although increasing urbanization

resulted in the elimination of these certification requirements,

many of the former normal schools retained their agricultural programs

even as these institutions grew into state colleges and state

universities.

in many sections of the United States, regional agricultural high

schools were organized during the first quarter of this century to

supply the need for training future farmers in the latest skills in

agriculture. Commonly, these institutions added two years of college

work. Many ultimately dropped their secondary school programs to

remain as two-or, in some instances, four-year institutions with some

emphasis on agriculture.

Despite these few other types of institutions, the land-grant

college continued to dominate the scene in higher education in

agriculture for several decades and, in fact, still does in many

states. Their evolution has not been entirely uniform, however,

nor has it been without bitter argument and divisim.

As long as the land-grant institution was the sole agency
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responsible for training agriculturalists, it assumed the responsibility

for the entire spectrum of programs needed -- from the short course

through one-and two-year technical programs, the four-year baccalaureate

degree programs, and on to the highly sophisticated programs in

graduate-level work in the basic agricultural sciences. Unlike the
lt
mechanic arts, n which bifurcated to distinguish between engineers

and technologists, agriculture remained a closely knit family. A

continuum of training was provided all within one institution. No

division was recognized by the attainment of professional degrees .

and no effort was made to distinguish the "scientist" from the

"artisan" or the practitioner. This sense of "one big happy family"

of agriculturalists was at once both its genius and one of its own

worst enemies. While it made agriculture a solid political force

in a governmental system daminated by the rural portion of the

population, it worked to the disadvantage of the overall image of

agriculture and especially that of the agricultural scientist.

The land-grant institution, with the tradition of servicing all

of agriculture and with the political advantage gained thereby, was

reluctant to give up the less-aca0-...mic applied aspects of the discipline

to the other four-year and two-year institutions that could assume

these functions. With time, however, most such institutions have

withdrawn (although not always gracefully) from the training of

technicians and have concentrated on the preparation of scientists

and specialists to fill the needs of industry, government, and their

own teaching, research, qnd extension functions.

The development of two-year colleges with a high measure of local
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autonomy added a new dimension that greatly hastened the relinquishment

of the short courses and technician trpining courses by the universities.

In California and a few other states (notably Missouri), the State

College system is another force that served to hasten the evolution

of higher education in agriculture.

B. PRESENT STATUS OF AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA

Higher education in agriculture is very much in a state of

evolution. This is in response to a number of lectors: the

changing manpower needs attending changes in the industry; the

redefinition of "agriculture;" a concerted effort by some to change

the "image" of agriculture; the demand of citizens to make a variety

of training experiences available to all; and the jockeying among

instit..tions for prograa and students.

The goals of the agricultural efforts of each of the three types

Of institutions of hig'her education in California are fairly well

defined, and it is easy to point to the sucess of graduates of the

University and the State Colleges and of those completing a program

in the Community Colleges to indicate that they are doing an effective

job. Without question, each element of the system of higher education

is training its students to find a niche in the manpower needs of the

State and/or nation. In so do'ing they are satisfying, to'some degree,

the needs of the industry. There is no doubt, however, that each can

do better. Great imprcvement can come about from a redefinition of

goals and more harmonious interaction between the institutions.
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1. Summary. of Instructional Programs ir Agriculture

Dr. 0. J. Burger
I conducted a survey of institutions offering

work in agriculture In California and summarized the information on

programs current in 1970 as follows:

Total No. No. wiAgric. Programs

High Schools 1,477 277

Community Colleges 93 37

State Colleges 19 4

University campuses 9 3

The agricultural programs in high schools and Community Colleges

are distributed by region as shown below:

High Sehool Community .S.172ILM912._

North Coast 24 6

South Coast 31 1

Superior 42 7

Central 43 4

San Joaquin Valley 45 5

Southern 39 6

Southwestern 53 8

In recent years there has been a rapid expansion in the number

of Community College programs. Many of these have been broadly based

general programs, but an increasing number have been limited to one

or two specialties (e.g., ornamental horticulture, nursery management).

The most significant development in the secondary schools has been

the growth in size of the individual department. This, in part,

relates to the consolidation of school districts:but also reflects

increases in enrollment.

1. 0. J. Burger. "Progress and Status of Articulation between Two
and Four-Year Institutions in California." NACTA Jour. 14(3):

43-44. 1970.

5 6
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2. The Univetgly. of California

Although each of the three campuses of the University of

California which offer programs in aviculture is distinct in its

approach to the field, all have, in common, the preparation of the

highly motivated and able student for the more scholarly pursuits.

Even at the bachelor's-degree level, those who graduate have strong

theoretical backgrounds. Few could step into a job without in-

service training in current skills and practices. Berkeley emphasizes

the training of research scientists in the relatively classical

fields of agricultural sciences. Davis has redefined agriculture

and broadened the definition to include the total environment and

family and community services. Riverside has emphasized plant

biology.

As a whole, the University receives very few transfers fram the

agricultural programs in the two-year Community Colleges or even

from the State Colleges. Most of the University students either

matriculate as freshmen on a University campus or take a standard

academic course in a Community College prior to transfer.

3. The California State Colleaes

The primary mission of the State Colleges is to place students

in the agricultural induscry at the baccalaureate level. Secondarily,

they prepare students for advanced study. They emphasize occupationally

oriented education with a minimum basic background, much of which is

covered within the regular academic courses in agriculture. The

maintenance of standards is made somewhat more difficlat because of

strong competition among these institutions for transfers from
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Community Colleges. In many cases, they have given credit for work

in the two-year institutions, even though thel.e was real doubt as

to whether it was of the colibre that should have been allowed for

baccalaureate-degree credit. The freedom with which agricultural

courses are transferred trom Community Colleges tends to make all

of the State Collegt-s operate "upside-down" programs because of the

excessive number of applied units transfer students bring with them.

4. The California Community Colleges

The Community Colleges of California, without question, have the

most complex and difficult mission to perform of all of the types

of institutions of higher education. They are charged with the dual

responsibility of training technicians in one-and two-year programs

anc :eparing students for transfer to four-year institutions. The

large majority of students in two-year agricultural programs are not

seeking .the baccalaureate degree. Generally, these programs are

highly successful in training technicians for immediate employment

in industry, although one can question whether or not they are actually

serving the students' long-term interests as well as they might.

They are less successful in preparing students for transfer to the

State Colleges and, for all intents and purposes, do not encourage

top students to enter the UnivUrsity. Primary attention in the current

study was given to the Associate of Arts and other two-year programs.

The one-year (Certific!ate) curricula are generally sound and, although

they service the majority of the Community College students, they were

considered primarily as they influenced the progress of potential

transfer students.
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5. Interinstitutional Communication

California has led the nation in recognizing the interdependence

of educational institutions -- both at the same "level" and among

those in the several systems. The field of agriculture has a series

of statewide committees at the high school, Community College, State

College, and University levels that stimulate and coordinate inter-

change of information on matters of common concern. The following

committees have been operative since 1944:

a. Affiliations Committee (high school -- since 1919)

b. Junior College Committee on Relations with Other Schools
(since 1932)

c. State College Committee on Coordination

d. University Committee on Affiliations with Se.condary Schools,
Junior College Conference Committee, and Committee on
Coordination of State Colleges

e. Liaison Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources of
the Articulation Conference



CHAPTER II

cosT pF INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE

The unit cost of agricultural instruction is high. This charac-

teristic is not unique to any one type of institution or to California

alone, but prevails in nearly all institutions in the country. This

derives primarily from two features of the discipline: (1) the need

for expensive specialized facilities, and (2) the relatively low

student-faculty ratio that exists.

A. FACILITIES

It is apparent that the cost of farms (especially in or near urban

areas), farm equipment, specialized laboratories, and many other kinds

of facilities is high. However, there is practically no.information

that relates this to cost of instruction on a per-student-credit-

hour or other .aeaningful basis. In many cases, especially in the

University, the same facilities, herds, and equipment are used in

research and extension activities as well as in teaching. In many

institutions, particularly the State and Community Colleges, some of

the equipment, and even the land and livestock, may be held, in part

or in whole, by a semi-autonomous "agricultural foundations" which

runs part or all of the operation on a modified commercial basis, or

through subcontracts with students who carry out projects for both a

percentage of the profit and degree credit. Whether run by a "foundation"

or througla the business office of the institution, there is usually

a revolving fund that enables purchases and returns money from sales

for continued operation and further expansion. Gifts of land, equipment,

animals, etc., also confuse the picture. On vany campuses, much of
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the capital equipment is held on a short-term-lease arrangement

with the manufacturer.

It is questionable whether any institution uses sufficiently

refined methods of cost accounting to allow the prorating of capital

investment expenses to instruction in a significant way. Such data

would be highly illuminating and are desirable.

B. STUDENT-FACULTY RATIO

Agricultural instruction is characterized by a highly favorable

student-faculty ratio in nearly all institutions relative to most

other disciplines. This can be shown by any of several related

statistics that one elects to use -- student credit hours (SCH)

produced by each full-time-equivalent (FTE) faculty member, FTE

student/FTE faculty, or average class size.

The following data from Oklahoma State University for the 1969-70

asademic year illustrate that the phenomenon is not unique to

California institutions:

Oklahoma State Universay.

Student Credit Hours Generated per

Full-Time-Equivalent Faculty
Academic Year, 1969-70

Agriculture

Arts and Sciences

SCH/FTE Faculty

585.50

989.12
Biological Science 950.00
Chemistry 792.00
Sociology 1,364.08

Business 974.44
Economics 1,021.15

Education 799,46
Engineering 508.86
Home Economics 513.38
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Especially significant is the relatively low unit production of

SCH in agriculture in contrast to that in the "basic" laboratory

science courses and in the various courses in business.

The following summary derived from raw data supplied by Chico

State College further indicates the favorable student-faculty ratio

of instructional programs in agriculture. There is no reason to

suspec": that this is not typical of the University and Community

Colleges as well as the State Colleges.

Chico State College

Ratio of Full-Time Equivalent Students to
Number of Faculty Positions

Fall Semester, 1969

Discipline FTE Students/FTE Faculty

Sociology 32

Geography 24

Economics 22

Mathematics 19

;Hash 18

Mass Communications 18

Business 17

Education 16

Art 16

Home Economics 16

Computer Science 14

Biological Sciences 13
Chemistry 13

Engineering 12

Music 11

Agriculture 9

Industry and Technology 9

Nursing 5

Again, the favorable position of instructional programs in

agriculture is evident, not only in comparison to their "basic"

counterparts in the laboratory sciences and economics, but also in

relation to art and music, in which much of the instruction is done
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on an individual basis. The favorable ratio held by nursing relates

in major degree to rigid student-faculty ratio requirements for

professional accreditation of nursing programs.

Class size is another criterion of cot,': 0, instruction. Obviously,

the smaller the class size the higher the salary component of cost.

The following information derived from a study conducted by the

Coordinating Council for Higher Education is illuminating in that it

focuses on the extremely high percentage of the total number of

classes offered in the various California institutions that draw

limited enrollments.

Agricultural and Natural Resource progra.ms
Undergraduate Courses with Low Enrollments

Fall Term, 1969

University

Total
Courses.
Taught

Less than
10

Enrolled

Less then
15

Enrolled

Less than
20

Enrolled

*Berkeley 40 .25.9% 45.0% 67.5%
Davis 105 18.1 30.5 58.1
Riverside 17 41.2 100.0 100.0

State Colleges
Chico 48 20.8% 43.8% 64.6%
Fresno 116 15.5 37.1 62.1
Pomona 102 '25.5 43.1 70.6
SLO 270 12.2 27.0 46.6

Community Colleges (Selected from those offering 11 or more courses).
Bakersfield 20 10.0% 25.0% 40.0%
Butte 18 11.1 16.7
Fullerton 17 11.8 35.3 58.8
Modesto 93 9.7 26.9 58.1
Mt. SAC 47 14.9 21.3 44.7
Reedlcy 19 10.5 21.1 31.6
S.F. City 41 48.8 58.5 78.0
Sequoia 49 30.1 55.1 63.6
Shasta 26 15.4 23.1 26.9
Sierra 23 4.3 21.7 39.1
Ventura 35 34.8 40.0 54.3
Yuba 11 54.5 54.5 63.6
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Agript..j2.1.3._iral and Natural Resource grogra_j_ns

Graduate Courses with Low Enrollments
Fall Term, 1969

University

Total Courses
Taught

Less than 5
Enrolled

Less than 10
Enrolled

Berkeley 17 17.7% 8842%
Davis 35 11.4 54.3
Riverside 22 45.5 72.7

State Colleges
Fresno 9 11.1 33.3

C. ANALYSIS OF REASONS FOR LOW STUDENT-FACULTY RATIO

Having established that there is a relatively low level of

production of student credit hours per full-time equivalent faculty

member in agricultural programs, attention can be focused on the

reasons for this feature, whether or not it is justifiable, and what

steps could be taken to reduce costs of instruction by adjusting

this factor.

1. Agriculture is not a discipline in the sense usually used

in the academic world. The college or department of

agriculture concerns itself with those facets of all disciplines

that bear on the problems and concerns of an entire industry.

Since courses in agriculture are commonly taught with the

problem-solving" approach, the instructors draw from all

disciplines to develop, analyze, and solve the problem at

hand. The content of a course is usually restricted to a

small segment of the industry (e.g., swine nutrition,

breeding of horticultural crops, fitting and showing of

dairy cattle). Much time is devoted in each course to
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teaching background concepts that often duplicate those given

in other courses. Because many students are either uncertain

of the area in which they wish to specialize or are attempting

to obtain a broad background in all of agriculture, they are

required or elect to take more courses in their major than do

students in other disciplines.

2. Most facvlty members become relatively highly specialized

during their advanced undergraduate or graduate experience in

either an agricultural area (horticulture crops, poultry

science, livestock marketing) or in a basic discipline such

as genetics, animal physiology, and entomology. As a result

of this specializatiun few feel they are prepared to teach

broadly based courses or even courses in several agricultural

areas. It has, thus, been the practice to employ one or more

specialists in a number of areas (agricultural mechanics,

ornamental horticulture, crop science, animal science,

agricultural economics, etc.) to present the variety of

courses deemed necessary. Proliferation of courses has also

resulted from the desire of faculty members to offer highly

specialized courses in their own area of preparation. This

practice is not unique to instructors in agriculture, however.

3. Colleges and departments of agriculture have enjoyed a rather

high degree of autonomy and this, coupled with their rather

unique mission of approaching a theme rather than a discipline,

has led them to duplicate the teaching of many fundamental

skills and concepts that are taught'elsewhere in the institution.
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In some cases they have been forced into this situation by

unsympathetic personnel in the basic departments; in others

it has been the product, purely and simply, of "empire

building." A few examples of the duplication built into

institutions teaching agriculture are courses in "agricultural

economics" and "agricultural business" that overlap with courses

in "economics" and "business;" the teadhing of courses in

general horticulture that do not have botany (or biology) as

a prerequisite (a survey of textbooks made in 1965 indicates

that at least 40 percent of the subject matter in the horti-

culture texts is covered in botany or biology texts); and the

teaching of such subjects as genetics and plant physiology

under titles such as animal breeding and crop physiology. It

is difficult to defend the teadhing of such courses as "Spanish

for Agricultural Workers,'! "Agricultural Mathematics," and

"Report Writing" in departments of agriculture.

Much of this redundancy has been removed voluntarily at the

University level. It persists in the State Colleges and

Community Colleges. The most common justification given is

the need to motivate the students to learn by showing them

the usefulness of the subject matter in the study of agriculture.

There also seems to be an undertone of fear that if a student

should get interested in the discipline for its own sake he

might forsake the study of agriculture.

4. Limited enrollments in agriculture contribute to small class

size. Considering the numbers of faculty "specialists"
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necessary to run a broadly based program in agriculture,

and the need to keep these instructors fully engaged according

to a State-dictated policy, an excessive number of courses may

be offered for the size of the student body. One outgrowth

of this combination of factors is that in some institutions

very unhealthy competition -- both intramural and extramural --

has developed. On the one hand, students are encouraged to

take additional courses in agriculture rather than to enroll

in courses in "basic" or liberalizing disciplines. On the .

other hand, competition in recruiting for transfer students

has resulted in general downgrading of the standards of

individual courses and, consequertlY, the standards of the

baccalaureate degree.

D. SUMMARY

Instructional costs in agriculture are high, resulting from a

combination of expensive facilities and a low student-faculty ratio.

Both are desirable from a pedagogic point of view, but whether they

can be justified in every case depends on the priorities placed on

the programs by the individual institution. Cost effectiveness can

be increased without greatly lowering (and perhaps even improving)

the quality of instruction.

Cooperation between local units can be encouraged but cannot be

forced without statewide control. Some ways in which cooperative

efforts between school districts could result in sizable reductions

in cost are listed below:
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1. Joint planning and financing.of a strong program at one

institutic14 to service two or more adjacent school districts.

2. Planning to avoid excessive duplication of areas of special-

ization with free interchange of students between the districts.

3. Joint construction of specialized facilities at one instituticn

to service an area of the State. Instruction could be carried

out on a "shOrt-course" basis for students from distant points.

4. Use of specialized facilities at Community Colleges, State

Colleges, and the University campuses on a "short-course" or

one-quarter-per-year basis.

5. Much of the expense attending small class size could be

eliminated by imaginative curricular reform.

The cost of agricultural programs is greatly increased by the

convenient but unessential duplication of effort between the

division of agriculture and other divisions of the institution.

While no one can dispute the convenience of the agricultural depart-

ment having, for example, its own welding shop and courses in welding,

there is insufficient justification (and enrollment) on most campuses

to allow this luxury. Although regular welding courses usually deal

with more techniques and materials than are essential to the agricultural

technician, courses could be programmed that would satisfy.the needs

of both the agricultural student and those in auto repairing, etc.

On some campuses this prccedure is followed and apparently works

well. Similarly, on a few campuses the agricultural business option

is a joint venture between the department dealing with business

administration and the agricultural department, but all too frequently
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courses in bookkeeping and accounting, market theory, etc.

There are reasons other than the saving of faculty time why the

agricultural department should cooperate fully with other areas of

the institution. Needless duplication in courses covering the same

concepts merely so that one group of students may be "motivated"

is an expensive luXury. Another factor relates to the mobility of

employees as a group. Students with agricultural training frequently

move out of the agricultural field into other business areas, and

those trained in some other discipline frequently enter some aspect

of the agricultural industry. The product of a well-conceived joint

effort in training, for example, an "agribusiness man," should result

in a much more flexible and versatile individual.

Only within the past few years in an effort to gain student credit

hours have most departments of.agriculture made any effort to

contribute to the general education of the total student body of the

institution of which they are a part. Many of these efforts have been

made primarily to extoll the virtues of agriculture and hopefully,

to, proselyte students from other disciplines into it. Colleges

and departments of agriculture have a real challenge in presenting

surveys of the agricultural inlustry to majors in business, engineering,

the sciences, and other disciplines that would enabie those students

to fit more easily into the agricultural industry.



CHAPTER III

MANPOWER NEEDS

The success story of the American agricultural industry has often

been told. In fact, it has been so successful that not many years

ago agriculture was made the scapegoat for our national woes. Our

farms and ranches were so efficient that major percentages of some

commodities were stockpiling and going to waste. Unemployment was

high.because of the migration of farm youth to the city in .greate .

numbers than could be absorbed by other industries. The public

image of agriculture was low, but fortunately recmt concern Ter*

the population explosion in this country and a more humanitaria.

approach to the world's needs has again focused the attention of the

public on the importance of agriculture.

The most visible sign of the increased efficiency in agricultural

production has been the decreaSe in number and the increase in size

of the individual agricultural holding. The trend toward large

family-owned farms and corporate holdings and the*dramatic increases

in technology have decreased the need for numbers of generalists but

have increased the demand for specialists at all levels of employ-

ment. A modern farm manager is a businessman, knowledgeable about

the various steps in his operation, but one who calls upon. special-

ists in areas as diverse as tractor driving, accounting, and the

controlling of pests to insure that his operation moves smoothly.

The rapid changes in production, processing, and marketing of

agricultural commodities and in the services required by the

various facets of the industry result from technological advances

and create a genuine dilemma in forecasting manpower needs.
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Until recently very few manpower projection studies have been

useful in assisting colleges and departments.of agriculture in anti-

cipating the needs of the future and, hence, the planning of theit

curricula. This has stemmed largely from the variance in the defini-

tion of "agriculturalist" by those who conduct manpower studies and

the administrators of educational programs in agriculture. To the

average citizen, and certainly to those who have made manpower-need

projections, agriculture has been synonymous with farming, and the

logical assumption has follawed that, since numbers of production

units are decreasing by the consolidation of preexisting units and

since technological advances have mxide it possible, at least in

many jobs, for a single operator to greatly increase his productivity,

the demand for trained "agriculturalists" should decline in a pro-

jectable fashion. The studies have almost entirely excluded con-

siaderation of those engaged in technical, scientific, service, or

managerial activities, for whom formal training in agriculture is

either indispensable or desirable.

Most of the projections of manpower needs prepared by agricul-

turalists have been equally misleading because of their tendency to

think that all who need an appreciation and understanding of the

agricultural industry to do their work most effectively must, there-

fore, require a two- or four-year program in agriculture. For many

of the positions, a person well trained in business, management, or

a standard skill with just a survey course or some practical experi-

ence in the field, might perform just as well as or better than an

agricultural "graduate." Only in recent years in a few schools
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(and all too frequently motivated by an effort to gain student credit

hours) have agricultural divisions attempted to present surveys of

the industry designed for majors in business, engineering, the

sciences, or other disciplines that would enable those students to

fit more easily into the agricultural industry.

Certain facts do become apparent from most of the recent manpower

need projections for agriculture (including the draft report of the

study, Occupational Needs and Future Denands lin California], pre-

pared by 0. E. Thompson, G. F. Macleod, J. W. Becket, J. Halterman,

and K. E. Irby. Of critical importance is the fact that there is

and will continue to be a demand for persons with certain skills

who have an appreciation and knowledge ofcertain aspects of agri-

cultural enterprise. These include those With single or multiple

skills, for vhich no formal post-secondary training is required, up

to and including those with sophisticated research training. It is

. also apparent that techniques and demands change 'so rapidly that

there must be procedures for the retraining of individuals at the

technical level. It is presumed.that those with substantial back-

ground in theory can adapt to these chanvs.

As agricultural practices evolve it is apparent that certain

specialities become less in demand while others, perhaps new onas,

assume greater importance. Changes in the livestock industry, for

example, have created a situation in which fewer and fewer two-year

and baccalaureate graduates are needed. Other fields such as equip-

ment operation and maintenance and ornamental horticulture are

requiring increasing numbers of technically trained personnel.
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Many of the fields in which increasing numbers of qualified

workers are needed do not require a full two-year program. The

Community Colleges could fill a much-needed role by expanding their

program of "short courses" to train or retrain personnel in such

fields as fruit harvesting, irrigation, machinery operation, etc.

Some two-year institutions are doing an excellent job in this area

already, but even these could increase their offerings in short-

courses in specific skills at no additional expense simply by re-

ducing some of their obsolete traditional programs.

Several surveys have indicated a definite need for personnel at

mid-management levels with an understanding of such fields as busi-

ness management and labor relaticns. Some have lamented that

offerings in these areas are few among the agricultural curricula

in the two- and four-year institutions in the State. An analysis,

however, suggests that such course: are nearly always available

within the offerings of the department or college of business. The

reluctance of many agriculturalists to utilize expertise elsewhere

on the campus in the training of students is lamentable.

It is also apparent from a variety of published sources that

movement into and out of agriculturally related businesses by upper-

and mid-management personnel is rather common. Not only does this

question the need for intensive work in the broad field of agricul-

ture, since many who have little or no training in agriculture enter

agribusiness occupations, but also whether agricultural graduates

could not profit from a broader view of American business enter-

prises in general.
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Numerous studies of desired characteristics of employees as seen

by employers point to the great importance of communication skills,

mathematical competence, and practical psychology as it relates to

interpersonal relations. Other surveys indicate that employees,

too, recognize their own deficiencies in these areas. Ills strongly

suggests that the curricular requirements in agricultural programs

have failed to prepare students adequately in these nonagricultural

disciplines.

In summary, it can be suggested that the Community Colleges must

be constantly alert to the specific needs of their local industries,

both with respect to the content of regular programs and in the

planning for and offering of programs to vocationally oriented

students. It should prepare students to enter any of a group of

closely related occupations in which job opportunities exist. The

two-year and the four-year institution preparing graduates for mid-

management positions should draw upon other resources of the campus

to assist in training theil. students in business and management

principles, improved communication skills, and fundamentals of labor

relations, etc.



CHAPTER IV

PROGRAMS IN THE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Community Colleges have given yeoman service to the educational

needs of the citizens of California and have brought the potential

for continued learning within the reach of everyone. By virtue of

a relatively high degree of local autonomy there are great variations

among the Community Colleges with respect to scope and emphasis of

program. Some serve primarily as "junior colleges" with major empha-

sis upon preparation of transfer students; others are basically

"technical schools" stressing instruction in the skills essential for

immediate employment. A number of the Community Colleges do an ex-

cellent job in both general education and vocatianal training. The

following discussion deals with the two-year vocational and transfer

programs and excludes the one-year certificate programs.

In many colleges the capacitir of the institution for liberal

education iS seldom utilized in the agricultural curricula beyond

the minimum requirements established at the State level for the

Associate of Arts degree. Even this is frequently bypassed by

students not in the associate program. In some colleges the agri-

cultural faculty appear to be more closely geared to the immediate

needs of the community for specialized manpower than to the need to

improve the total long-range potential of their students. Using

the reason that it is essential to motivate students by giving them

vocationally oriented courses, they fail to direct their students

into "general education" courses that might improve their capacity

to better compete in industry and to contribute to society.
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It is refreshing to find that, in some of the Community Colleges,

most frequently those with rather restricted programs, a genuine

effort is being made to prepare the better students for transfer to

one of the State Colleges or to the University. The number of tech-

nical agricultural courses is kept to a minimum (in some cases only

one per quarter) with the remainder of the work being carried in the

basic sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities. These

students are prepared for upper division work in agriculture in any

institution in the country.

The limited participation in "general education" courses of

students in agriculture and natural resources stems, in part, from

the very close relationship that exists between the permissible

numbers of teaching faculty and the student credit hours generated.

Because agriculture embraces so many diverse specialties and because

tRe four-year institutions create specialists -- plant scientists,

animal scientists, mechanical artists, economists, natural resource

management personnel, etc. -- it is impossible to offer a broad

program in agriculture without several faculty members. But faculty

positions are justified on the number of students and courses taught;

therefore, there is a widespread tendency for each department to

enroll as many of their own students as possible in each course.

As a result the following problems are created:

1. Students are encouraged to register in almost every agricul-

tural course available to the exclusion of courses in the

social and behavioral sciences and the humanities that might

make them more knowledgeable and sensitive citizens within

the community.
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2. Potential transfer students are not encouraged to register in

courses in the basic sciences -- such as mathematics, chemistry,

physics, biology -- and other disciplines. In most cases, these

students must take these courses following transfer, a policy

which contributes to the "upside-down" nature of the four-year

institutions' programs.

3. Duplication and redundancy is created within the Community

College itself. Whereas, the department of agriculture could

join together with basic departments, (e.g., biology and

chemistry) and applied departments (e.g., auto mechanics) in

developing meaningful programs in agricultural science, agri-

cultural business, or maintenance and repair of machinery,

each goes its separate way. Agriculture, thus, teaches its

own courses in such fields as entomology and soils, agricul-

tural business management and salebmanship, welding, and

repairs and maintenance of small engines.

Clearly, much good could come from greater interdepartmental

cooperation at the Community College level if it were not for

the pressures of needing more student credit hours.

Although considerable lip service is given by the faculty of the

Community Colleges to the early identification of potential transfer

students and to guiding them into strong programs in the basic

sciences and the social sciences, an examination or. transcripts of

students who had transferred to State Colleges, generally, belies

the claim. It is not infrequent to find the transferiing students
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may have from 40 to 48 of their 62 credit units required for the

associate degree to have been in agricultural courses or in closely

related technical areas.

Although there can be no question that the Community Colleges are

sensitive to the needs of the local industry, there is question as

to whether the industry itself is truly self-enlightened and whether

the courses are of.college transfer calibre. If industry really

has its own and the community's long-term interest at heart, it

will insist that the students receive a strong ioundation in general

education. Industry should prefer employees with better basic

understandings and perhaps it could assume more of the responsibility

for technical training through in-service programs than is presently

the case.

As to the calibre of the subject matter taught, one cannot gener-

alize. Where the student population is relatively homogeneous and

the instructor is well prepared, there is little question that the

work is rigorous, challenging, and of high quality. In other cases

the coverage is minimal, geared to the most poorly pr,:..pared student

and subject to question as to whether or not it is truly of college-

level calibre. Several instructors either volunteered or admitted

that their programs differ little from those they had attemrted

when they were teaching in secondary schools. The difference was

that in the Community College they were able to carry out their

programs, whereas, in high school problems of discipline ard atti-

tude prevented them from doing so.
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A. FARMS AND FACILITIES

The theory of learning by doing is deeply inculcated into the

average Community College instructor. This was what he had been

taught while preparing for service in the secondary school, and it

has been accepted as the best way for instructing in the two-year

vocational programs. Certainly, no one can argue the validity of

this instructional device, particilarly for teaching skills and

certain problem-solving exercises. It also is an excellent device

for motivating certain types of students. The excessive use of

-individual and class projects, "busy-work," and other such instruc-

tional activities, no doubt drives many of the academically highly

capable students away from agricultural programs.

Well-operated farms, farm shops, and otHer facilities are excel-

lent devices for motivating students, teaching them techniques and

skills, and giving them a sense of responsibS ity. It is equally

true that a poorly operated farm or shop or a poorly or improperly..,

designed project has a negative educational value. Both types of

operations prevail within the Community College system. Efforts

have been made by several of the departments to substitute for or

supplement the farm-project experience with a variety of internships,

which if properly programmed with follow-up should be very effective.

The ownership of commercial-type installations by Community

Colleges is expensive, not only from the standpoint of initial

investment, but also from the standpoint of maintenance and improve-

ment. Some schools claim to make money on their farms, at least

enough to underwrite the cost of the student projects. In others,
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the student projects themselves are planned to return some profit .

to both the student and the department.

B. WORK PROJECTS

It is a very common practice in the Community Colleges to allow

students to accumulate considerable credit (up to four units per

semester) in "work project" activities. These vary a great deal

and may constitute such activities as farming a small acreage

(usually a single crop), fattening a pen of animals, or caring for

a number of hens. The basic essence of the "work project" is that

it must be carried out with proper managerial care and that strict

fiscal and time accounting be done. Frequently, the institution

will have some type of revolving fund established as a "bank" from

which students may borrow funds to conduct the work. At the end

of the term of the activity the student repays the revolving fund

anti splits the profit, if any, with it. In case the project loses

money the revolving fund usually absorbs the loss, so that in no

case does the student stand to lose funds.

There is little question that this type of work project, when

properly administered and when not carried to extreme, is a highly

valid learning experience. It can be, and is occasionally, abused.

Some of the projects have little or no educational value and, in

some cases, repetition is allowed in the area of a student's

interest -- even in a field in which the student has had even

more sophisticated experience at home or in the industry. Another

abuse of the work-project activity is that, in some cases, it has

been sufficiently time consuming to interfere with the student's
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class work; and, of course, the value of the experience has to be

weighed against the potential long-term value of courses in other

areas, such as accounting, local government, or even the humanities.

The newly revised regulations governing "work-experience education"

in Title V of the California Administrative Code should be valuable

in standardizing and upgrading the educational value of these work-

oriented projects.

C. RELATION OF PROGRAM TO FACULTY SIZE

Although it has been stated above that a solid broad coverage of

agriculture requires a diversified faculty, there is no essential

relationship between quality of program and number of faculty in a

given institution. In general, those with large faculties do offer

high quality work in a number.of different options. At the same

time, some of the most impressive programs in specialized areas,

e.g., the program in ornamental.horticulture at American River

College and the program for veterinary technicians at Pierce College,

are the responsibility of a single instructor. As in all educational

enterprises, quality is most dependent upon the individual teacher

and his rapport with students.

The range of sizes and breadth of programs is readily seen from

Lhe accompanying table on page IV-8.

The chart can be grossly misleading unless one takes into account

that some low-enrollment programs are new and rapidly grawing. Some

others, however, are decreasing in size. The number of faculty

listed is not entirely accurate since it may not reflect some palt-

time instructers and some vacancies.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES OFFERING PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE
(WITH OR WITHOUT NATURAL RESOURCES)

IN ORDER OF SIZE OF FACULTY
1

COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

NUMBER OF
FACULTY

AVERAGE DAILY
ATTENDANCE (ADA)

Numapi OF OPTIONS IN
ORNAMENTAL
HORTICULTURE
& LANDSCAPING

NATURAL
RESOURCESAGRICULTURE

MODESTO 18 324.4i
4 1 2

COLUMBIA 1 NA

L.A. PIERCE 9 150.82 5 1 1

SAN JOAQUIN DELTA 9 142.00 5 1 2

BUTTE 7 17 .76 4 1 1

MT. SAN ANTONIO 7 130.81 6 1 . 1

REEDLEY 6 126.56 5 1

SIERRA 6 57.26 2 1 1

BAKERSFIELD 5 NA )
3 1 1

PORTERVILLE 2 NA

COLLEGE OF SEQUOIAS 5 87.79 3 1

SHASTA 5 142.24 4 1 1

WEST HILLS 5 106.17 3

LASSEN 4 24.98 1 .2

MERCED 4 109.11 4 1 I

ORANGE COAST 4 66.48 4 1 I

SANIA ROSA 4 24.03 2 1

COLLEGE OF THE DESERT 3 19.64 4 1

FULLERTON 3 NA 4 2

HARTNELL 3 55.56 2 1

SAN FRANCISCO 3 NA 1 1

VENTURA 3
3 2 1

MOORPARK 2 NA

AMERICAN RIVER 2 51.65 2 1 1

HANCOCK 2 NA 1

IMPERIAL 2 26.54 2

COLLEGE OF THE REDWOODS 2 26.08 1 1 1

SAN BERNARDINO 2 29.37 1 1

SAN DIEGO MESA 2 45.05 1 1

SAN MATEO 2 49.61 1 1

SISKIYOUS 2 11.44 1 1

YUBA 2 21.35 2

ANTELOPE VALLEY 1 33.15 3 1

MIRA COSTA 1 25.08 1 1

NAPA 1 16.86 1 1

FEATHER RIVER 1 NA
1 1 1

MERRITT 1 41.04

1. DATA ON AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE, SIZE OF FACULTY, AND APPROVED OPTIONS PROVIDED BY THE OFFICE OF

THE CHANCELLOR, CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES.
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In multiple-faculty departments the most frequent pattern is to

have one person (or more) primarily responsible for curricula in

ornamental horticulture-landscaping; another responsible for pro-

grams in natural resources; and others primarily responsible for

"agriculture." There is a healthy degree of overlap depending upon

the major areas of competence of the faculty.

D. FREQUENCY OF CURRICULA

In those Community Colleges offering work in agriculture there

are as few as one to as many as eight separate options available

to students in some aspect of agriculture and natural resources.

Data on frequency reflect the substantial growl in recent years

in the ornamental-landscape and natural-resources fields. The

following table illustrates the frequency with which different

options are offered:

Ornamentals-Landscaping ------- - - - - - 27
Ornamental Horticulture 21

Landscape Horticulture 3

Retail Nursery 2

Floral Design 1

Natural Resources 21
Forestry (± Wildlife) 13
Forest Technology 2

Natural Resources 5

Parks and Recreation 1

Production Agriculture 21
General Agricultural
Production 14

Animal Production 4

Plant Production 3

Agricultural Business 19
Agribusiness 18
Sales and Services 1
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Agricultural Mechanics
Agricultural Mechanics

(Engineering) 10

Farm Machinery 1

Mechanized Agriculture 1

12

Miscellaneous - ---------- - - 6

Agricultural Resources 2

Laboratory Animal Care 2

Agric:Altural Processing 1

Agricultural Inspection 1

TOTAL 85

(58 in "Agriculture")

In view of projected manpower needs it is surprising that there

are not more individual programs in the areas of agricultural busi-

ness and agricultural mechanics. This may be explained by assuming

that most students in the highly popular "production" options

receive varying degrees of training in both "agribusiness" and

"shop," and that graduates of these options may move into the

employment market in these fields. Another alternative may be

that graduates of programs in (nonagricultural) business and me-

chanics move into these employment areas.

E. STRENGTHENING THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM

In a booklet entitled Agricultural Technicians, published by

the Agriculture Department of Modesto Junior College in 1963, con-

siderable space is given to agricultural technicians, including

some of their own graduates. Seventy-five percent of the respon-

dents had had some college training. In response to a question

regarding skills and competencies which they needed in their daily

work, seven basic or nonagricultural skills were listed more fre-

quently than any specific agricultural disciplines. These were

as follows:
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Discipline Percenage

Mathematics 95%
Composition 83
Bacteriology-Parasitology 82
Entomology 72
General Psychology 71

Public Speaking 70

Accounting-Bookkeeping 66

In response to oral questioning regarding the courses or experi-

ences that they felt to be of most value in their daily work, again

the general education portion of their training rated high.

Discipline PercentaRe

Mathematics 48%
Public Speaking 29
Shop Skills 29
Soils 29
Chemistry 28
English 20
Community Activities 20

When asked what courses they would like to take in order to

increase their proficiency in their jobs, they mntioned the

following:

Rariplism kgr_g_PJI4ge_

Mathematics 46%
Elementary Chemistry 45
Public Speaking 28
Horticulture and Crops 28
Soil and Fertilizer 26
Shop and Engineering 23
Business Administration 22
Bookkeeping and Accounting 19
Entomology 17
English 16

The uniform response of nearly all technicians reaffirms, again,

the importance of educational basics. Emphasis should be placed

upon the applied value of these subjects. Almost to a man, the

individuals were concerned with skills in plain arithmetic, with
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occasional need for elementary applications of algebra, geometry,

and trigonometry. Also somewhat surprising was the frequency with

which individuals, many in responsible positions, confessed to a

feeling of inadequacy when it became necessary to submit reports,

prepare a talk, or write a business letter. The Modesto study

quotes a forest ranger as responding, "Those courses I thought were

a waste of time in college are most important to me now -- English,

Writing, Speaking."

Although the Modesto study does not indicate the level or type

of formal training the respondents had had in these disciplines or

whether or not they were satisfied with such training, the depart-

ment of agriculture at Modesto etablished courses in such areas

as agricultural mathematics and agricultural English to cater

directly to the needs of their own students.

Those areas of the Community. College program in which greatest

improvements for a majority of students could be made are:

1. More emphasis on training in the practical aspects of mathe-

matics, communications, and social sciences.

2. Early identification of potential transfer students and

counseling them into both the basic sciences and general

education courses.

3. Greater collaboration with other elements of the campus

(e.g., biology, business, mechanics) in the design and

offering of broadly based courses for students in several

options.

4. Greater caution in the use of work 'projects.

5. Improved collaboration with agricultural programs at other

colleges.



CHAPTER V

PROGRAMS IN THE STATE COLLEGES

A. THE BACCALAUREATE GRADUATE IN AGRICULTURE

The changing needs of the baccalaureate graduate as he prepares

for employment in the agricultural industry of the future is clear3

presented in a series of reporn from conferences and committees

organized by the Commission on Education in Agriculture and Natural

Resources (CEANA10 under the aegis of the National Research Council --

National Academy of Science. .Most apparent is the projected require-

ment for greater sophistication in mathematics and the biological

and physical sciences.

Although there is wide variation from state to state and institution'

to institution, Eldridge1 states that the following distribution of

components for general, science-oriented, and business-oriented

curricula in agriculture and natural resources is typcial at the

present time.

Science Business

Component General Qriented Orisnted

Agriculture 30% 24% 24%

Biological Sciences 15 18 12

Business and Economics SII101. WI* aelo 16

Humanities (including
Communications) 10 10 10

Physical Sciences and
Mathematics 15 24 12

Social Sciences 10 10 10

Electives 18 12 14

Miscellaneous 2 2 2

1. Franklin E. Eldridge, "Trends and Goals in Undergraduate Curricula
in Agriculture and Natural Resources," Undergraduate Education in
the Physical Sciences and Mathematics For Students in Agriculture
and Natural Resources. National Academy of Sciences, November 1970.

7
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Eldridge anticipates that these components will be relatively

stable as to distribution for at least ten years, but that there

will be significant change in the content of the courses in the

component. lie suggests that if any component increases significantly

it will probably be the humanities (including communications).

Many other authors suggest that even greater strength in the

basic disciplines will be needed by those who are to compete for

responsible positions in the agricultural industry of the future.

For example, the Panel on Mathematics (CEANAB) makes a very strong'

argument for greater competence in mathematics by those who would

compete for positions as little as fifteen years in the future. The

panel recommends that ". . .the high school student who expects to

obtain a degree in agriculture and natural resources or in one of

the supporting fields should take four years of college-preparatory

mathematics. By doing so, and by continuing to study mathematics

in college he will broaden the spectrum of specialities from whicn

he may choose at any stage of his education. . .. A college student

who lacks four years of preparatory mathematics will find many

fllchoices closed to him. .

This panel recommends college mathematics competencies as indicated

below:

Agriculture Education--Collegiate courses in Introductory Calculus,

Probability, and Introduction to Computing. (Approximately

14-16 quarter units.)

1. Commission on Education and Natural Resources. "Undergraduate
Education in Physical Sciences and Mathematics for Students in
Agriculture and Natural Resources." Report of the Committee on
Mathematics, Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1970.

F8
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Azricu1tura1 Techno1ogr-As above, but with additional courses

in Multivariable Calculus and Statistical Inference.

(Approximately 22-27 quarter units.)

Aarictralicance2.--As for students in agricultural technology

but with additional courses in Lincar Algebra and Theory and

Techniques of Calculus. It is suggested that a brief course

in programming should be substituted for the Introduction to

Computing. (Approximately 28-33 quarter units.)

While few can deny the necessity of strong backgrounds in the

basic lisciplines for the agricultural scientist of the future, it

is improbable that those preparing for the greater number of technical

and management positions will be equally prepared. They will need

an understanding of the ways and implications of science and mathematics

and have sufficient appreciation so that they will be aware of the

assistance the scientist can give. The technologist and manager

. will require greater competencies in social sciences and humanistic

skills.

In its final report published in 1971 by the Academy of Sciences,

the CEANAR Committee on the Social Sciences emphasized the need for

improving the social science competence of students in agricultural

and natural resources curricula. Although they recommend that 15 to

20 percent of the total curriculum be devoted to the social sciences,

they admit that little can be accomplished by ". . .carving the

curricular pie in a different way. 111

.11111.Mpf 1

1. Committee on Education in Agriculture and Natural Sciences. Report
of the Committee on Social Sciences, "Social Science Needs for
Undergraduates in Agriculture and Natural Resources." (Washington,
D.C.; National Academy of Sciences, 1971.)
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Six distinct social sciences constitute the major core of subject

matter areas that are of major importance to students of agriculture.

These are: anthropology, economics, geography, political science,

psychology, and sociology. The Committee notes that few students

are exposed to a broad overview of the social sciences and suggests

that every student should study, in some depth, at least two of the

areas. It suggests that the long-range solution lies in curricular

reform (in the development of new courses, new textbooks, new case

studies, and new applications), which in turn depends upon improved

communication between the faculties in agriculture and in social

sciences and the overcoming of resistance to change.

B. PROGRAMS IN THE CALIFORNIA ST4TE COLLEGES

Despite certain differences in the emphasis in the programs of

agriculture offered at the four State Colleges, they all view their

primary mission as the production of baccalaureate graduates ready

to step into the various aspects of the agricultural industry with

a minimum of on-the-job training. As a secondary objective they are

attempting to prepare students for graduate study in the applied

agricultural fields. Teaching programs in the State Colleges strongly

resemble those of the land-grant Institutions in many of the states

and, in fact, are filling the void for mass training of a number of

students not eligible for entrance into the University of California.

Programs at the four institutions do differ with respect to the

areas of specialization to which they have given priority. These

reflect the agriculture of the local community, the demand by

students, and, to some degree, the maturity of the institution
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itself. For example, at Chico State College the major emphasis has

been on animal science, although there is a renewed interest in the

plant sciences, particularly in the area of the tnee fruits. At

Fresno, highest priority has been given to the plant sciences. The

same is true at Pomona, where there is strong emphasis on ornamental

horticulture not found elsewhere. At San Luis Obispo, the strong

programs seem to be in animal science, food science, agricultural

mechanics, and agricultural management.

It has been popular, on occasion, for persons to propose a high

degree of specialization at each campus offering programs in

agriculture (e.g., the Brinser Report on.New England agricultural

programs). Proponents of this idea have suggested that one campus

might concentrate exclusively in animal science, one in plant

science, one in soils, one in management, etc. The fallacy in this

approach is obvious. One cannot operate a first-class program in

. animal science, for example, unless it is based on a sound program

in pasture management, which means supporting work in agronomy,

soils, entomology, etc. It is probable that a meaningful program in

plant agriculture could be operated with no animal agriculture, but

not the reverse. Certainly it is not only possible, but also

desirable for each campus to define its major areas of emphasis

and excellence.

Enrollments in agriculture in the State College system increased

only 14 percent between the years 1963 and 1969,1 while total

1. Report of the Division of Institutional Research. Office of the
Chancellor, The California State Colleges. August 5, 1970.
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enrollments in the colleges grew at an unprecedented rate. There

was an overall increase of only 300 students in agricultural

programs during this period with the largest percentage grawth

being exhibited by Fresno (30%). and Pomona (13.4%). The stability

of enrollments over the past decade probably relates to the

establishment of quota systems, to a decline in interest on the

part of students, and to the increased role which the Community

Colleges assumed in the production of agricultural technicians.

The State Colleges are doing an effective job in producing

certain types of gracluates that are needed by the agricultural

industry. But the average student who graduates from these programs

has a minimal background in the fundamental Eciences and mathematics

on which to further his own education while on the job. Only the

exceptionai stueent really develops a sound academic background in

the pure biological, physical, and mathematical sciences sufficient

to continue either formal or informal study of modern agriculture.

Those who go on to graduate school and the more academic fields

usually find themselves with numerous deficiencies to make up. The

avious solution to this, of course, is to include more basic science

and mathematics in the undergraduate program at the expense of the

high degree of specialization that is found in many areas. The

typical State College agriculture curriculum is also deficient in

the social sciences, the humanities, and the communication skills.

Some of the greatest weaknesses in the programs in the State

Colleges are brought on by their own activities. Therp is an

unwholesome level of competition among the several campuses in



recruiting students from the Community Colleges. The separate

articulation of each college with the two-year institutions, together

with the desire for numbers of students, has created a situation

in which many students enter who do not have an adequate background

for advanced courses in agriculture and who frequently are extremely

deficient in the lower division general education components of their

baccalaureate program. In many cases the excessive number of

agricultural courses allowed and the deficiency in nonagricultural

courses severely limits the number of courses in agriculture the

student may take while fulfilling his degree requirements, and yet-

he is graduated from the State College with a major in agriculture.

In some cases credit is allowed for courses taught without the

prerequisites required for the same course on the State College

campus.

There is a critical need to distinguish the differences between

the requirements for an Associate of Arts degree in vocational

fields such as agriculture and the requirements for transfer to a

four-year baccalaureate program. It is imperative that the State

Colleges take the lead in reviewing the meaning of their degree and

the standard of the academic work which they offer. In comparison

to the standards of the leading land-grant institutions, they are

minimal. Much of this has resulted from the "liberalization" of

the policy and procedures related to the transfer of courses from

the Community Colleges. State Colleges must also redefine the

nature of their own freshman and sophomore programs and set firm

guidelines for the acceptance of transfer.credit.

93
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Suggested as desirable for the lower division work in a State

College is the following program:

Chemistry: 1 year appropriate to the high school background

Biology (or Botany and Zoology): 1 year

Mathematics: Proficiency to a certain level as determined by

tests administered by the mathematics Department. Suggested

proficiency through certain concepts of trigonometry and

probability

Composition: Proficiency to a predefined level. Proficiency

to be determined by the English Department.

Agriculture: Maximum of six courses. Not over one course

per semester (quarter) during freshman year, and not over

two courses per semester (quarter) in the sophomore year,

exclusive of "orientation" and perhaps basic economics.

The remained of the work -- perhaps one-third of the total --

should be devoted to general education requirements. This is not

to imply that all courses in the social sciences and humanities

should be taken during the freshman and sophomore years. General

education must be a continuing experience, and it is highly desirable

that the student continue his contacts with the basic and broadening

disciplines throughout this academic career and in later life as

well. The "ideal" college experience can be portrayed as shown in

the following diagram:
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It is imperative that the State Colleges (as. the University has

already done) insist that Community College transfer students

receive credit only for those professional courses that are of

equivalent rigor to those given at the State Colleges. Such offerings

as courses in soils without a chemistry prerequisite must not be

allowed to substitute for a course designed for a baccalaureate

program. A definite limit should be established on the number of

courses 'which will be accepted by any State College on transfer.

This number should be comparable to the number allowed the native

student during his first two years in the State College.

These are drastic recommendations, but there appears no other

way to correct the chaos that the present articulation system has

created. There is, in these recommendations, no implication that

the large number of courses offered in the Community Colleges are

not excellent vocational training experiences, but by no stretch

of the imagination can many of them be considered as being of

baccalaureate calibre. It is true that this will work a hardship

on the student whose original intent was a two-year vocational

program but who later changed nis goal to working toward a B.S. in
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Agriculture. This should be readily offset by the assurance that

those students planning to transfer will be better prepared, and it

will certainly contribute toward more responsible counseling of all

students within the Community College system.

Within the State Colleges, there is excessive proliferation of

courses at the undergraduate level in a number of areas. For example,

fifteen (quarter).rourses in "International Agriculture" on one

campus would seem to be excessive, particularly in view of the

limited number of majors electing this option. Certainly, an

Nually well-trained or better-prepared graduate could be produced

in a curriculum stressing thc basic natural and social sciences and

agricultural theory with a limited number of courses dealing with

the international dimension. Especially valuable would be courses

iv cooperative cultural anthropology, and cultural geography. The

number of undergraduate courses in animal science (including dairy

husbandry, poultry, and "veterinary science") varies from thirty-one

to thirty-four (87 to 104 semester credit hours) on the two campuses

on the semester system, and forty-seven to seventy (143 to 211

credits) on the campuses on the quarter system. It is extremely

difficult to justify twenty-nine undergraduate courses in animal

husbandry, seventeen in dairy,husbandry, nineteen in poultry science,

and five in "veterinary science" on a single campus. The great

majority of these courses are electives in the major, and only a

few are established as "general education" courses for the campus

as a whole.

Many graduates of the State College system do progress into



graduate school and are successful. Usually they enter with

deficiencies in the basic sciences, social sciences, and humanities

in comparison with students from other universities.

The graduate programs on the State College campuses could be

improved if enrollments were sufficient to allow the development of

sequences of graduate-level courses. At present, most work taken

for graduate credit is in classes together with undergraduates with

varying levels of preparation. Add to this the fact that the graduate

program is geared, primarily, for students who have come through the

undergraduate program at the same institution and who, generally,

are deficient in the basic sciences, communication skills, etc.

The courses presently offered are not comparable.with those offered

at the graduate level at most other institutions. There appears to

be little effort made to have.these students overcome what other

waduate institutions would consider deficiencies while working

toward the master's degree. These programs should be examined

critically to determine if there is sufficient demand for the number

of existing programs and if their quality is such as to justify

their continuance.

Programs in "agricultural education" suffer the same weaknesses

as do similar programs around the nation. Many graduates are weak

in the communication skills, humanities, social sciences, and basic

sciences. So much time is required of the students in taking

introductory courses in many areas of agriculture, plus a degree

of specialization in one or more fields, that even the five-year

curriculum does not allow sound general education. Until this
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deficiency can be corrected, the high school "Vo-Ag" teacher will

continue to have a poor image among his professional colleagues

despite his higher salary. Again, there is no question but what

much time could be saved in the curriculum itself through the

consolidation of courses. Fewer professional courses would be

needed if those taught were based on a sound background in the

sciences and mathematics. Again there is no question but what much

time could be saved in the curriculum itself with a little imaginative

planning. Given a more adequate background in the sciencds and

mathematics, the professional courses could be consolidated and

presented in a more meaningful way.. The similar background would

also be to the advantage of those continuing on into graduate study.

The State Colleges also allow or, in some cases, require students

to conduct a "project" or work experience similar to those conducted

by the Community Colleges. There can be no question of the value of

a limited amount of this type of activity, and with careful counseling

it can certainly be justified. Whether or not academic credit should

be awarded for more than a minimum of such activity is highly debatable,

and certainly when it is carried to excess is a detriment to the

student by preventing him from getting the breadth of theoretical

experience in other areas both within and without the field of

agriculture. Both the Community and State Colleges should place a

self-imposed limit on the number of credits alloved for "work

projct" activities. Probably a maximum of four quarter units

should be allowed for the associate degree, and no more than a

total of eight should be allowed for the baccalaureate. This

:38



should not preclude the possibility of, or even the requirement for,

additional work experience on an extracurricular basis.

For a number of years three of the State Colleges operated two/

three-year technical programs using the same facilities, staff, and,

in some cases, even courses that were used in the four-year academic

programs. These programs were attacked as "unfair competition" to

the Community Colleges and also that they tended to downgrade the

standards of the four-year curricula since there was a considerable

degree of transfer from the two-year to four-year programs. In

recent years, two of these programs have been phased out because

of low enrollments. The one remaining program should be carefully

examined to determine whether it should not also be discontinued.

Its impact on the upgrading of the four-year curricula is particularly

critical.

The facilities and faculty of the State Colleges could be used

more effectively in technician training programs by the organization

of "short courses" or other specialized training programs for students

in Community Colleges or interested citizens on a scheduled basis.

It is highly likely that industry would send key personnel for

special training of this nature. This would have the further

advantage of eliminating the need for many Community Colleges to

duplicate certain expensive facilities.



CHAPTER VI

PROCRAMS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The undergraduate programs in agriculture on the University's

campuses are unique among those in the nation and have greatly

influenced the evolution of instructional programs throughout the

country. Their main emphasis, whether expressed or not, has been

the production of graduates well prepared in the basic disciplines,

who can continue on to graduate schools in the recognized agricultural

specialties. In this function the University has excelled. Many

graduates, however, directly enter employment within the agricultural

industry that leads to mid-management or top-management positions.

These students frequently need in-service training after they join

a company to learn the particular techniques and skills of the

industry involved.

Enrollments in agriculture at the University level have been

practically constant since 1965. Analytical studies compiled by

U.C. Berkeley for the entire University system show an increase of

less than 150 students over the period from 1965 (2051) to 1969

(2180). On the Berkeley campus there has been a general decline

in undergraduate majors, from 559 in 1950 to 299 in 1960 to 215 in

1969. This has been offset by a marked increase in the number of

graduate students since the mid-1960s.

Enrollments at Davis have been somewhat erratic and have not yet

stabilized following the change in emphasis and standards of that

campus. On a percentage basis the aata for Riverside is most
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impressive, enrollments having doubled at the undergraduate level

and nearly tripled at the graduate level between 1967 and 1968.

However, this is probably a reflection of the reorganization of the

College and the inclusion of biology as a portion of it, rather than

an indication of any major increase in interest in traditional

agricultural programs.

Duplication of effort at the undergraduate: level does exist

among the three University campuses (Berkeley, Davis, and Riverside)

which offer major programs in agriculture and yet each has unique

features that set them apart from the others and justify their

existence, at least, in so far as program is concerned. Whether they

can be justified in all cases on the basis of numbers of students

and cost of program is another issue. There is no question but that

if consolidation were attempted by phasing work out at one campus

and moving it to another the unique nature of the program would be

. lost.

A. BERKELEY CAMPUS

Berkeley's undergraduate instructional program is the smallest

and might seem superficially to be expendable. Cost analysis figures

are needed to determine this with certainty, but it is highly probable

that it is not out of line. The extremely strong research and

graduate instructional programs probably underwrite the bulk of the

costs. The elaborate equipment and the strong faculty should be

utilized in undergraduate training where possible.

Berkeley's prime thrust is on the basic sciences underlying

agriculture. The programs in genetics, nutrition, agricultural
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econamics, plant pathology, and entomology are distinct in that they

deal almost exclusively with the basic and theoretical aspects of

the disciplines. Orientation to solving problems of the industry

comes primartly in the programs of research, both graduate and

faculty. In view of the nature of the program, the activity of

the College is closely allied to the basic biological, physical,

and social sciences, and duplication of effort could be reduced by

closer cooperation between the departments in agriculture and the

basic biological, physical and social disciplines. A complete fusion,

however, would probably be to the disadvantage of the agricultural

interests.

Berkeley does not attract transfer students from the agricultural

programs in the Community Colleges, primarlly because of its policy

of not allowing transfer credit for lower-division courses in

agriculture. At Berkeley, agriculture is basically an upper-division

program based on a sound background in fundamental scientific and

social science disciplines. Most of its transfer, students are

recruited from "college prep" programs in the Community Colleges.

It is also surprising that few students transfer from the State

Colleges to Berkeley as undergraduates.

Within the Community Colleges the agriculture faculty does not

think of Berkeley as an outlet for their better students. Few of

the two-year instructors have more than a superficial appreciation

of the program at Berkeley and recognize no similarity between their

efforts and those at Berkeley.
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B. DAVIS CAMPUS

Although the Davis campus more nearly resembles the traditional

college of agriculture in land-grant institutions, it is pioneering

in organizational and curricular approaches to the changing definition

of agriculture. The Davis faculty radically revised its departmental

and degree structure so recently that it is difficult to evaluate

its program. Every indication would suggest that it is meeting the

challenge and needs of the changing industry. The emphasis on

environmental quality on a broad front gives it great flexibility

in producing graduates who will find employment in a variety of newly

recognized fields of endeavor.

The high degree of cooperation and collaboration between the

College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences and other units

of the Davis campus is most encouraging. Steps to break down the

hd.gh degree of autonomy of departments and colleges are most worth

while if motivated by the desire to maximize the use of the entire

campus's expertise in the training of students and the solution of

problems. The amalgamation of certain biological departments in

both the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences and the

College of Letters and Science into a functional coordinated unit

bodes well for both instructional and research endeavors.

Davis graduates are in strong demand both as graduate students

and for direct employment in industry. Depending on option (major)

the students may need more in-service training in specific jobs

than do graduates of the State Colleges, but probably less than do

Berkeley graduates. The typical graduate.of Davis has a sufficiently
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strong background in general education to equip him for responsible

citizenship.

Davis receives the greatest number of transfer students from

agricultural programs in Community Colleges of any of the University

campuses. This probably results from the greater familiarity of

the two-year college faculty members with the Davis campus. Many

of them received either their baccalaureate degree, their teacher

certificatio:, or a master's degree from Davis. It is true that

many agriculture instructors in the Community Colleges have

reservations about the recent innovations in curriculum that have

been adOpted at Davis and are beginning to direct students to the

more traditional programs at the State Colleges.

C. RIVERSIDE

The agricultural program at the Riverside campus is relatively

new. As a result, it Is less bound by tradition, and it has been

possible to experiment with new and innovative approaches to

university education in agriculture. Riverside's emphasis does

reflect the heritage of the "Citrus Experiment Station" and stresses

the plant and soil sLiences, as well as the economics and management

of the production, processing, and marketing of crop species.

The program at Riverside is unique in that it is closely joined

with the basic natural sciences. In view of the evolution of the

agricultural industry and what can be anticipated in the future,

this would seem to be an extremely sourd move. Unfortunately, it

has not been "sold" widely to graduates of high schoolt or the

Community Colleges and enrollments are disappointingly low at this
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point in time. The philosophy behind the Riverside "experiment" is

based on the assumption that agriculture of the future needs, not

generalists who need to know a little science (or social science),

but scientists and social scientists who have an appreciation of the

agricultural industry.

The approach the Riverside campus has taken, combining the agri-

cultural and biological sciences into a single college and promoting

close liaison with other basic science departments, is most exciting

and refreshing. It should allow the development of one ofthe

strongest university programs to be found anywhere in this country

for the training of the type of agriculturalist needed in the future.

In theory, by integrating the basic and agricultural sciences, a

great deal of duplication can be eliminate& and strong mission-

oriented scientists can be produced. There.are indications that

not all of the "basic" scientists within the College grasped the

unique opportunities that were available to them. The tradition

of departmental autonomy and the old disdain of applied research on

the part of the "pure scientists," tended to polarize the College

into two camps. It is unfortunate that the biologists did not

immediately see the opportunities that they had to develop a truly

unique department but set their goals on the traditional criteria

of excellence established in institutions where biology is part of

the liberal arts. Similarly, some of the agriculturalists felt

that they had lost autonomy and the ability to carry out traditional

programs as a result of the affiliation.

No one can question the strength of the individual departments
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or the scientists of which they are comprised. Individually and

collectively they are outstanding, and it is hoped that in time the

department will realize the potential that is theirs.

The Riverside campus does not offer a major in 0nimal science,

although there is some local interest in expanding into this area.

There are problems of the animal industries in southern California

that are unique, so that an argument could be made for the establish-

ment of a research group as a part of the Experiment Station. No

doubt an undergraduate instructional program would attract students.

Question does exist, however, with respect to need for either a

graduate or undergraduate program. The number of personnel needed

at the level of training that one would foresee coming from a program

in animal science at Riverside is limited. The bulk of the needs

of the industry car be fulfilled by graduates from the State Colleges,

aftd the Davis campus can probably supply all of the basically

trained bachelor's-level students and personnel holding graduate

degrees that the State needs. It would seem unwise for Riverside

to move into the animal science area.

The image of the Riverside agricultural program among the

agricultural teachers in Community Colleges is very low. Most of

them frankly state that they do not even suggest the possibility of

going to Riverside to their students. The exceptions are the

instructors in ornamental horticulture and citriculture in southern

California. It is true that most of the Community Colleges are not

attempting to train transfer students for any of the University

campuses, but they have a particular distrust of the program at
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Riverside, because in p rt, they see in it a threat to the autonomy

of agriculture as a separate discipline. In the minds of others it

remains only the "Citrus Experiment Station." If the College aspires

to receiving transfers from agricultural programs in the Community

Colleges, it is going to have to launch an extensive public relations

campaign directed toward the two-year institutions. Biology instructors

in the Community Colleges also view Riverside with caution, possibly

because of their mistrust of the alliance of biology with agriculture.

D. LOS ANGELES

UCLA retains a few courses in horticulture within the Department

of Botany. These are a remnant of an appteciable program in

agriculture some years ago. It is hoped that entomologists,

geneticists, and plant patholog!..sts will remain as a portion of a

department of bi.ilogical sciences. The economics department should

similarly have faculty competent in the agricultural dimension.



CHAPTER VII

TRANSFER AND ARTICULATION PROBLEMS

Since there is very little transfer from agricultural programs

in the Community Colleges to the University, there has been minimum

effort expended in determining comparability of courses and the

desired sequences for transfer students. Those who enter the University

from Community Colleges are more prone to come from a general education

or liberal arts program.

A great deal of effort is expended in attempts at articulation be-

tween the Community College and the State College programs in agriculture.

Unfortunately, although there are statewide 'meetings at which mutual

problems are explored, the decisions on course similarity, courses

to be accepted for transfer, and related items are accomplished on a

school-to-school basis. This practice has, at one and the same time,

helped increase State College enrollments and sore* downgraded their

programs in applied agriculture. The State Colleges are competing

against each other for enrollments in a most unhealthy fashion. They

should be workirg together to upgrade the graduates of their institutions

and to define more clearly their mission and goals.

In their effort to recruit, the State Colleges are accepting an

excessive number of technical and vocational credits. They have not

insisted that the students they accept on transfer be adequately

prepared in the basic sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities.

They have been accepting credits in "advanced" courses taught without

the prerequisites which a college-level course should have.
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The Community Colleges should take more of the responsibility for

identifying and counseling the potential baccalaureate student.

Any student who professes an interest in transfer or who has test

scores suggesting that he has the capacity for University or for

State College work at the level recommended in this report should

be advised to enroll at his earliest opportunity in some of the basic

physical, mathematical, biological, and social sciences, and in the

humanities. Those who cannot compete can gracefully complete a

solid vocationally oriented program. Those who are successful should

be encouraged to satisfy a maximum of their "general education" and

basic science requirements while still taking the appropriate intro-

ductory courses in agriculture.

The State Colleges, by their practice of accepting more.and more

transfer work in order to.compete successfully in the recruiting game,

have sorely downgraded their programs of applied agriculture. Were

they to agree on the level and amount of work they would accept they

would find that the two-year colleges would readily adapt to the demand.

The Community Colleges would probably find, simultaneously, that their

student i-zerest, time to devote to students, etc., would also improve.

A. GOERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The State Colleges should agree to the number and rigor of courses

to be accepted from the Community Colleges. A maximum of one basic

introductory course in agriculture per semester would appear to be

a good base from which to start discussions. By limiting the number

of courses which they will accept, the State Colleges can force those

students who are in transfer programs into their basic biological,
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mathematical, and physical science courses and into more general

education while still at the Community College. The State Colleges

should agree not to accept "advanced" courses open to persons without

basic science prerequisites. For example, only courses in soils based

on a knowledge of chemistry at the introductory college level should

be accepted for transfer. Acceptable courses in "plant propagation"

might have prerequisites of at least botany, if not plant physiology.

B. A CASE HISTORY

The following is recontructed from the examination of the trans-

cripts of one recent graduate from a State College.

An out-of-state student attended a Community College for two years

and was honorably dismissed, but without the Associate degree, after

two years of work with a GPA of 2.94. The Community College catalogue

clearly specifies the general education requirements of the several

State Colleges and claims to have adopted a pattern whereby the student

may satisfy these prior to transfer. By implication, the catalogue

of the State College in question advises students to complete as many

of their general education requirements as possible at the Community

College to enable them to spend as much of their effort as possible

in their major area of concentration subsequent to transfer.

This particular student transferred 60 of his 66 units (the 6

being specified in the catalogue as not for transfer). Three of these

six were in basic communi,ations skills.
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Area Hours Transferred
Hours recommended
by State College

Natural Science 0 6

Social Science 6 12
Humanities 0 6

Basic Communications 6 9

Health Education, Physical Education,
and Electives 4 7

At the State College the student enrolled in and received credit for

an additional 55 units (GPA 2.2) for a cumulative total of 116. Of the

55 units at the State College, 29 were in agriculture and 27 in general

education, including the sciences basic to agricuIture. In total, the

student received credit in only 46 units of nonagricultural courses,

including "excessive" requirements in the physical sciences. The

student never did f Llfill the minimum requirements in basic commumications

skills specified by the Community College. This was apparently avoided

in the State College program by accepting a course that was designated

by the particular Community College as nontransferable. All of the

"b'asic" freshman science courses, totaling 14 units, were taken during

the senior year. His GPA on these freshman courses was 1.21.

Prior to his senior year this student registered for and received

credit in one course in agriculture for which two basic science courses

were listed as prerequisites. One of these (Organic Chemistry) never

was taken, although the catalogue description of the major indicates it

to be a course required for graduation.

In several transcripts examined it was noted that the State Colleges

frequently accept excess agricultural courses as substitutes for part

of the requirements in basic sciences or general education, e.g.,

introductory plant science and introductory animal science in lieu of

natural science courses. "Advanced" agricultural courses are frequently
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allowed as electives. This would teem to be valid for nonagricultural

Lltudents, but should not be allowed for those majoring in agricultural

programs.

C. AN ALTERNATIVE TO "ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS"

The recommendations of the recent report of the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education entitled Less Time, More Options are as applicable

to the programs in agriculture as to those in any discipline. Two-and

four-year programs could be shortened appreciably for many students by

the elimination of duplication and repetition. The use of advanced-

placement techniques coupled with self-paced learning programs could

eliminate for many students the boredom of repeating material that

he has already mastered. Such techniques would be of greatest benefit

for those students entering Community College from a strong vocational

agriculture program in high school, and at the time of transfer from

Community College to a State College or the University. With or

without pretesting, a student could build on his background by simply

following a hierarchy of learning experiences (in which he would be

demonstrating competence) until he had mastered the concepts of the

course in question. The stronger the student's background, the more

rapidly he could progress.

The reluctance of college and university instructors to adopt such

techniques stems, in large measure, from their inability to conceive

of "packaging" subject matter into other than standard courses of three

and four semester (or quarter) credit hours.

In establishing equivalency of courses by present articulation
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agreements, the instructor in the "senior" school must be satisfied

that there is some arbitrary percentage of similarity between the two

courses and that the student who has passed the one could pass the

other. If the course meets this standard, credit is given; if it does

not, no credit is awarded and the transferring student, regardless of

how much he may know, must retake the course. The same is true of

the student wishing to "challenge" a course by taking an examination

for credit. He is given full credit or no credit.

Through the imaginative use of pretesting and self-paced llarning

programs, students could be allowed to build on their backgrounds in

certain key courses without the embarrassment and boredom of repeating

courses and subject matter.



CHAPTER VIII

NISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

A. ROLE OF THE DIVISION OR COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

No one can review the accomplishments of American agriculture over

the past century without conceding that the training and research pro-

grams conducted by public institutions have contributed significantly

to the overall success story. Although deans and directors have been

inclined to claim major credit for their institutions, it is quite

probable that the U. S., with its wealth of natural resources, its

free enterprise system, and its overall technological ability, would

have made significant gains in agricultural production without the

highly publicly supported educational service geared to the needs of

this industry.

The need for trained manpower in agricultural industry is real.

Modern agriculture requires personnel trained in skills and concepts

through a continuum of levels from high school equivalency to com-

petency in the most sophisticated of research ability. But this need

is not unique to the agricultural industry. Outside of the medical

and paramedical fields, few other industries are so extensively

serviced by publicly supported.educational and research programs as

is agriculture. The petroleum industry, for example, has nothing

similar and yet the industry thrives and has relatively little

problem in recruiting manpower. Oil companies recruit geologists,

engineers, accountants, managers, and similar professional personnel

who have had their training in a basic discipline, often with no

emphasis toward the petroleum industry. They recruit machinists,
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fitters, and other technologists with sufficient skill to adapt to

the needs of the job. And, of course, they have many employees with

no training other than that which they receive on the job.

It is quite probable that modern agriculture could survive with-

out formal training programs in agriculture at the high school,

community college, college, or university level. Large corporations,

cooperatives, and other agencies could employ biologists, chemists,

engineers, machinists, and persons with other skills who could, with

reasonable in-service training, carry out their function of producing,

processing, or marketing their commodities. Even research could be

carried out by these agencies. In a few areas (e.g., sorghum breed-

ing) many of the agricultural experiment stations have already found

that they could not compete with private interests and have largely

discontinued their programs.

There are reasons, of course,. why colleges of agriculture and

agricultural experiment stations were organized with their present

degree of autonomy, some of which remain as valid reasons for their

continuation. At the time the Morrill Act was signed by President

Lincoln, 90 percent of the population of the United States was

engaged directly in production agriculture. Few, if any, of the

individual units were large enough to engage in in-service training,

let alone in research. The margin of profit in agriculture is

normally low, particularly in view of the high risks involved.

Although agriculture has lost the political force that it once had,

its record of accomplishment for the public good is used to validate

the need for the continuation of instruction, extension, and research
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as in the past. But is the system of yesterday still optimum for

today in view of the dramItic changes within the industry?

It would be folly indeed to suggest that teaching and research

programs in colleges (divisions) of agriculture throughout the nation

have not evolved as the industry has changed, but that evolution has

been in a direction that reduces the uniqueness of the training of

many of those engaged in it. Practically every other industry will

hire accountants, maragement experts, and economists directly from

a college of business administracion. Why does agriculture have to

train its own with courses that must duplicate in large ,ileasure the

substantive concepts of the courses that the others take? Mechanics

trained in vocational-technical schools go to wrk for foundries,

railroads, and all manner of industries, but departments of agricul-

ture have to train farm machinery and tractor mechanics. Why?

Typical college courses in agriculture stress basic scientific

principles -- the same ones that are taught in biology, chemistry,

and physics. Can we afford this degree of duplication?

From the standpoint of the industry, limiting educational and

research efforts directly to the field of agriculture is often viewed

as desirable. Less in-service training is required. To the person

involved in training or research, the maintenance of agriculture as

a distinct field allows a sense of security. To the student dedi-

cated to agriculture, the type of program now available is expedient.

Normally, he is interested prim,rily in making good in his first job.

The degree to which departments and colleges of agriculture can

be maintained as vutonomous units depends largely upon the amount
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of duplication that can be tolerated and the rate at which the many

facets of the industry lose their uniqueness in contrast with other

industries. The time has come when educational institutions must

maximize not only their cost-effectiveness but also the use of the

expertise which they have. The talents of the agriculturalist and

his "basic" counterpart in educational institutions must be pooled

to provide the best of possible learning experiences for all students

at minimal costs. Faculties of colleges (divisions) of agriculture

have much to contribute to the strength of the remainder of the

institution. They also would find that the remainder of the insti-

tution could contribute far more to their instructional and research

needs than they have been called upon to do in the past.

A few healthy signs of increased collaboration bezween programs

in agriculture and those in other units of the institution are found

the Community Colleges and the four-year institutions. The for-

mation of the College of Biological and Agricultural Sciences at

Riverside, the amalgamation of certain biological units from separate

Colleges at Davis, and the develonent, in a few Community Colleges,

of programs in shop practice, welding, and agricultural business

using the expertise of two or more divisions and the sh,ring of

facilities, are most mcouraging. These have the potential for not

only reducing duplication, and hence costs, but of producing a more

broadly trained, more versatile graduate than any single unit alore

could do.

B. INTERINSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION

It is only natural that legislators and members of governing

boards should question the need for the duplication of programs

1 "_f
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between similar institutions within the same state, and certainly in

certain specialties the elimination of duplication or the prevention

of its development is a highly cost-effective procedure. A good

example is the limiting of State College programs in forestry to the

one at Humboldt State. Although it is a highly popular program and

enrollments are soaring, the job market suggests that this single

school can meet the needs of the State of California. It would be

unwise to allow the duplication of this expensive program elsewhere.

Another example is the lack of a program in animal science at

Riverside. So long as Davis and the State College system can provide

for the needs f the State, there is no valid reason for developing

a program that would be both duplicatory and expensive.

Some rather absurd proposals have been made for the elimination

of duplication in programs in agriculture. The Brinser Report of

the early 1960's called for each of the land-grant colleges in New

England to specialize in a separate field and to eliminate the other

areas. For example, New Hampshire was to specialize in forestry,

Connecticut in poultry, Rhode Island in floriculture, Maine in

vegetable culture, Massachusetts in animal science, etc. In con-

sidering this recommendation it soon became obvious that the various

fields were so interrelated and interdependent, and the basic con-

cepts often so similar, that there could be, in fact, little savings

in manpower needs at the undergraduate level. One could not train,

for example, a first-class animal scientist without exposing him to

solid study of pasture management, which in turn required a basic

understanding of soils.



In some cases, effective intercollegiate collaboration has been

accomplished. Oklahoma State University found it could no longer

afford to conduct major programs in poultry science and two options

in horticulture, fruit productionond vegetable production. By

agreement with the University of Arkansas, majors in these areas may

take two years of work at Oklahoma State where they receive their

background in general education, the basic sciences, and supporting

agricultural courses. Their junior and senior years are spent in

intensive work in their major at Arkansas, which for purposes of

tuition classifies them as resi4ent students, with their degrees

being awarded by the latter institution.

There certainly is a possibility for collaboration between units

of higher education in California toward elimination of duplication,

particularly in low-enrollment and high-cost programs. Decisions

should be made carefully and not only on the basis of costs. For

example, the undergraduate program at Berkeley is low in enrollment

and probably of high cost (however, see Chapter VI) and yet it is

highly unique and serves a function that possibly could not be dup-

licated elsewhere.

Numerous possibilities for the elimination of duplication come

immediately to mind. Adjacent gommunity College districts.could join

efforts to develop a single program, or separate programs, using the

same facilities. There exist a number of programs with loa enroll-

ments within easy conmuting distance that would profit greatly from

complete consolidation.

Programs requiring costly capital outlay or high operating ex-

penses could be operated on a regional basis .using alleady existing

1_10
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facilities and faculty at one of the Community College, State College,

or University campuses. A hypothetical example might be dairy herd

management. Few Community Colleges can afford herds, milking parlors,

quality control laboratories, etc. Yet there are probably students

in most of them that would like a first-class training experience in

this area. The individual Community Colleges could give the student

the theoretical background and then have him attend a "short course"

(from a few weeks to a quarter or more) organized at one institution

that has excellent faculty and facilities in dairy herd management.

With proper planning the host institution could service several in-

stitutions simultaneously.

In similar fashion, some "swapping" of faculty.and/or consultants

between schools could be effective in reducing costs. With a little

imagination, neighboring districts could employ specialists on an

area-wide basis. These people could rotate on some predefined basis

to enrich the training program at two or more institutions.

The State Colleges have rather distinct (but not always clearly

defined or agreed upon) areas of emphasis. These could be sharpened

even more, giving students a clearer basis for selecting the college

they wish to attend during the latter part of their training period,

when they may be expected to be specializing in some rather broad

area. It is imperative that the State College faculties and/or

administrators establish some sort Qf common standards for the accep-

tance of transfer credit. The present policy of individual articu-

lation with the several Community Colleges is highly detrimental to

the reputation of the State Colleges, both internally and externally.
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On the University campuses there is a minimum of overlap. Most

of Berkeley's undergraduates major in a basic agriculturally-oriented

discipline (e.g., entomology, soils, nutrition, genetics) rather

than in a commodity-oriented field. Although this option is also

available at Davis and Riverside, an appreciable fraction of their

students still specialize in a commodity-oriented area (e.g., oleri-

culture, landscape design, animal science, enolgy, citriculture, etc.)

There appears to be a trend for each of the campuses to move

toward specialization in the basic sciences at the undergraduate

level. This is as it should be in view of the probable types of

employment for this group of baccalaureate students. Although there

could be a greater degree of specialization at the various campuses

at the undergraduate level, the presence of strong research, and

graduate faculties in the several basic disciplines on each campus

makes it unnecessary. Savings could be accomplished by greater con-

solidation of courses and curricula at the undergraduate level.

A few years ago several departmental majors were dropped at

Berkeley in favor of a single "Plant Science" major. On paper this

looks good, but actually the students iu this option specialize to

nearly the same degree as they did previously. Such a level of

specialization is not essential for the great percentage of the

students.

C. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

There is probably no prugram so controversial as "Agricultural

Education." Its "opponents" are vehement in its danungiation, and

yet it is staunchly supported both by those in it and by many col-

legiate and secondary school administrators. Its supporters point
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to its growth and acceptance in the secondary schools since the pas-

sage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917. They point not only to the

popularity of its instructional program in the high schools, but also

to that of the programs for young farmers and adults. They also note

that it has evolved with the times in an effort to remain sensitive

co the needs of the entire agricultural community.

It has been attcked as a "weak" program because of being gener-

ally deficient in nonagricultural breadth requirements, and simul-

taneously because of a lack of depth in the basic and applied aspects

of a major area of concentration. In the high schools it has been

criticized as a program that prevents college-bound students from

getting an adequate background in languages, mathematics, the basic

sciences, and communication skills as preparation for college.

That the program has some merit is indicated by its popularity

with many secondary school administrators. Many of these will admit

that, being the only vocationally oriented program in their school,

it is used to serve a variety of nonacademically oriented students.

They point out that it serves a valuable role in motivating students

who otherwise might drop out and, further, that it does serve as a

pathway to the more vocationally oriented curricula in institutions

of higher education. Most admipistrators are "sold" on the Future

Farmers of America (FFA) as a leadership training program for youth,

but are almost unanimous in decr)ing the pressure placed on them for

special consideration for trips of judging teams, field days, and

other organized FFA activities.
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Possibly the most valid criticism that can be leveled at the agri-

cultural education program is the same one that can be directed at

many educational programs in agriculture. This is their aloofness

from other elements of the institution. The teacher training program

in agricultural education is operated nearly as a "closed shop,"

with little interaction with the college of education or with other

training programs for vocational teachers. In the secondary schools

they maintain a relatively high degree of autonomy. In both cases,

both the institution and the program could profit from closer col-

laboration.

The action at Fresno State College to integrate its program in

agricultural education through the undergraduate as well as the

"fifth year" is based on sound pedagogic philosophy, but may create

problems for graduates of other institutions that do not offer

sipilar programs. The view was expressed that students completing

their baccalaureate degree elsewhere may be at a disadvantage in

attempting to schedule all work necessary for certification within

the prescribed time period.

There can be no question that graduates of agricultural education

programs are versatile individuals. The turnover rate among "Vo-Ag"

teachers is high for male instructors. Many of them enter a variety

of agriculturally related fields, in part, because of their broad

outlook of the field of agriculture, and also because of their know-

ledge of applied psychology.

D. PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

The Independently Prescribed Instruction (IPI) or "process ap-

proach" techniques, which have proven to be highly effective learning
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experiences in a wide variety of disciplines, would be especially

beneficial in agricultural programs. Even though they were first

devised to teach techniques and skills (adaptable to many agricul-

tural activities) they have proven to be equally useful in teaching

theory, concepts, and information.

In these techniques a student progresses throngh a well-planned

hierarchy of learning experiences, each built on one or more prior

accomplishments. By pretesting, he learns what portions of the

exercise, if any, he must master before proceeding to the next-most-

complicated step. The student proceeds at his own pace, and in a

properly developed sequence can be expected to master 90 percent of

the subject matter. This approach has been used in biology courses

at the University of Arizona and Emporia (Kansas) State College with

outstanding success. At Oklahoma State Univeicity a pre-engineering

curriculum including mathematics (through the Calculus), physical

sciences (chemistry and physics), and communications (oral, written,

graphic, and computer) has been devised based on a completely inte-

grated hierarchy.

Because of the overlap in subject matter cinered in secondary

school and Community College courses, and in courses taught in

Community Colleges without science prerequisites, and those taught

in State Colleges with science prerequisites, these modern techni-

ques could be used to allow students to make faster transitions at

these two stages of their academic experience. As an example, a

student who had had a beginning course in soils without chemistry,

could progress much more rapidly through the "standard" soils course
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by IP1 techniques, and would certainly be less bored than if he had

to re-enroll in the "higher level" course taught by the traditional

lecture-laboratory method. A second advantage is that it assures

the instructor of advanced courses that his students have reasonably

similar backgrounds in both skills and subject matter.



CHAPTER IX

VETERINARY MEDICINE4
The State of California is woefully short of practicing Doctors

of Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.),both for the large-animal agricultural

industries and for the small-animal practices in urban centers.

There is a sizable in-migration of veterinarians into the State from

elsewhere in the nation -- primarily into the small-animal practice

in the urban centers. In view of the amand by students for training

programs and the continuing needs of the State, there is certainly

reason to consider increasing the output of D.V.M.'s within the State

of California.

The School of Veterinary Medicine at Davis has been increasing

its incoming class size in recent years, but even this effort may

not be able to fill the anticipated annual need for veterinarians

in the State. There is both an optimum and a maximum class size for

the maintenance of a quality program. Rather than exceed this, the

planning agencies of the State have given consideration to the

establishment of a second college of veterinary medicine somewhere

in southern California.

The need for increased numbers of training centers and graduates

in the entire United States, and specifically in California, is well

documented in the "Preliminary Studies Concerning a Second School

of Veterinary Medicine in Southern California," a report prepared

by the University of California. The committee which prepared this

report strongly urged the establishment of a second school, and

further recommended that it be located at the University of California,
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Riverside. This latter recommendation was based largely on the

availability of space and the agricultural heritage of Riverside.

The committee "downgraded" the University's Irvine campus on two

counts: the availability of only 75 acres, and the fear that

Irvine's preoccupation with developing a medical college wuld

relegate those in veterinary medicine to second-class status.

A school of veterinary medicine obviously needs holding pens and

paddocks, isolation areas, and other facilities that are not entirely

compatible with an urban environment. The availability, at present,

of more space at Riverside for the development of such facilities is

a point in its favor. On the other hand, modern educational and

research programs in veterinary medicine are more closely resembling .

programs in human medicine each year. There is opportunity for joint

training in such fields as microbiology, biochemistry, physiology,

anatomy, and even techniques such as surgery. In many cases research

programs are hardly distinguishable, with both groups using identical

experimental animals and facilities. On these bases the location at

Irvine would definitely be preferable.

Since Riverside does not have a major program in animal science

and there seems to be little justification to initiate one, the

agricultural "tradition" does not appear to be an overriding argument

for locating the school at Riverside.

Veterinary educators are divided on the relative merits of

association with agricultural or medical schools. An increasing

number appear to be leaning toward the latter from the standpoints

of both quality of education and research and cost effectiveness.

Few seem to be overly concerned about being considered "second-

class" citizens.
J6'ek. 6



CHAPTER X

RECOMMENDATIONS AND GUIDELINES

Higher education in agriculture in the State of California has

evolved and prospered primarily because of the sensitivity of those

involved to the needs of the industry which they serve. It has

experimented with and :i.nnovated new programs, new organizational

structures, and new approaches to instruction. Those that in its

evaluation were good have baen retained. California higher education

has served as a pactern for the development of programs throughout

the country and stands today the envy of most other states.

This is not to imply that the present system does not have de-

fects, that it cannot be improved, or that it can continue to expand

witho., guidelines and supervision. To even the casual observer it

is apparent that there is aloofness and "empire building" within the

academic community; it is prone .to cling to traditional values beyond

their usefulness and to be slow to respond to new needs. Unnecessary

duplication of effort exists on both the inter- and intra-institu-

tional levels, and unhealthy competition for students and programs

has developed.

One cannot question, however, the motivation of those within "the

system." Almost without exception, those who serve agriculture in

higher education in California are completely dedicated to the task

of bringing the finest in training and education to the youth of the

State.

The role of the consultant is to analyze in an unbiased but know-

ledgeable main= the present status and trends of a situation.
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Through experience in different settings, from knowledge of trends,

from reading; and from first-hand Observation, he attempts to estab-

lish guidelines, make suggestions, and formulate recommendations that

in his best judgment will lead to the improvement of the system under

study. To be unbiased implies the lack of vested interest in or of

overfamiliarity with the object of study. Paradoxically, this leads

to his ignorance of certain major and minor pressures that bear on

the issues, and hence, to the feasibility of certain recommendations.

It is with an awareness of these shortcomings that this consultant

makes these suggestions and recommendations. It is hoped that they

will be received in the same spirit as given, and that they will be

adapted by those more knowledgeable of the lodal scene to the improve

ment of the programs of higher education in agriculture in California.

1. Intra-Institutional Cooperation

All new programs, new options, and new courses (as well as

existing ones) should be screened on a regular basis to

determine if collaborative action would not lead to im-

provement. Flagrant duplication of courses and programs

should be eliminated.

Many situations exist in which improved intra-institutional col-

laboration would allow both improvement in quality of instruction and

. better cost-effectiveness. The colleges and divisions of agriculture

have not taken full advantage of the expertise in other segments of

the institution and have attempted to develop as self-sufficient,

self-contained, and highly autonomous units. This results in

unnecessary duplication in such areas as motor repair, welding,
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agricultural business, genetics, entomology, etc. Part of this

results from the urge to have full autonomy and part from the insen-

sitivity of members of faculties in other segments of the institution

to the curricular needs of students.

2. Inter-Institutional Cooperation

The Liaison Committee on Agricultural and Natural Sciences

of the Articulation Conference should explore ways and

means of increasing cooperative efforts between and among

institutions. Because of the cost of certain facilities,

the need for faculty specialists, and the existence of

real but low demand by students for some programs, much

could be accomplished through joint.use.of facilities

and manpower.

In its simplest form this could be the extension of the university-

wide professorship concept to the State Colleges and Community Col-

leges. The use of "itinerant" specialists is a possibility. The

itinerant teacher could offer "short courses" or teach specialized

skills at a number of different institutions. In the case of pro-

grams requiring special facilities (e.g., milking parlors, food

processing laboratories, etc.), students from a number of campuses

could be assembled for a "short course" or a full quarter on the

campus of one institution for intensive specialized instruction.

Through the ase of syllabi and other devices supplied by the "master

teacher," the instructors at the participating schools could prepare

their students for this specialized-training experience. The Uni-

versity campuses, the State Colleges, and a few of the better-endowed

Community Colleges could supply both faculty and facilities for such

1 30
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specialized short-term training. In other cases, several institu-

tions in a region could develop facilities jointly rather than attempt

to duplicate them.

3. Control on the Empslon of the Scope of Programs in
Agriculture

Units of agriculture in academic institutions must awake

to the realization that they no longer have a corner on

the expertise for problem solving or the concern for

those problems. It is imperative that colleges of agri-

culture join together with other elements of the insti-

tution in both instructional and research programs.

They have been apart from the rest of the academic com-

munity too long. The high level of autonomy which they

enjoy is obsolete, and steps should be taken by all

administrators to break the expensive barriers that

distinguish one college or division from another. In

the eyes of the student and in the totality of knowledge,

such distinctions do not exist.

For years colleges of agriculture were criticized for their pre-

occupation with production agriculture to the neglect of other aspects

of the industry. During this period other elements of the university

or college moved to occupy the.void. When agricultural colleges

awoke to the potential of the nonproduction areas of their discipline,

they moved quickly into "agribusiness" and other areas, only to find

themselves in competition with other disciplines.

4. University and State Colleges: New Programs

There should be no extension of formal programs in agricul-

ture to additional campuses of the Uniirersity or State

College Systems.
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The needs of the State for baccalaureate and graduate training

can be adequately covered by the campuses presently involved: the

University of California at Berkeley, Davis, and Riverside; California

State Polytechnic College, Pomona; California State Polytechnic College,

San Luis Obispv; Chico State College; and Fresno State College. This

is not to suggest that certain courses in or related to agriculture

should not be offered on other campuses of the University and the

State Colleges for the enrichment of programs of students in the basic

sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities. Survey courses in

California and/or world agriculture (perhaps taught within the geo-

grap%y department) would be useful to the many students from nonagri-

cultural curricula who enter the agriculttral industry.

5. All Institutions: New Options

No new option should be approved without close examination

of the possibility of collaborative effort with other units

of the institution (e.g., wildlife and forestry with biol-

ogy, agricultural business with business, welding and

tractor repair with related technical departments).

Because the field of agriculture is changing there will contLnue

to be pressure for new "majors." Some of these will be valid and

should be justified on the same criteria as new programs in agricul-

ture: need by industry, desired characteristics and competencies of

employees in other than agricultural skills and knowledge, lack of

available programs within commuting distance, demand by students,

etc. The tendency to initiate new majors in response to current

"fads" should be discouraged. Some new programs will draw students
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from other, perhaps redundant, options. As new majors are proposed,

the college administration should continue to carefully evaluate the

impact on existing options. Periodic review of every option (and

course) should be made by the admi. ation in an effort to elimi-

nate those that are redundant, duplicatory, and nonviable.

6. Excessive Course Offerings

Thoughtful curricular reform is definitely needed.

In most institutions there are an excessive number of courses

listed in the catalogue. This is most acute in the Community and State

Colleges, and to some extent at the upper division level in the Uni-

versity. The total number in academic programs could be reduced by

25 to 50 percent. This is not to imply that similar reductions should

be sotight in the vocationally oriented short courses.

Within many academic programs, there is excessive duplication

judged by course descriptions (and outlines), some obviously obsolete

courses or sections of courses, and some courses that appear to be

offered more to satisfy the ego of the instructor than because of

need in the curriculum. Some instructors are responsible for (or are

required to teach) as many .c.s twelve to fifteen different courses

covering a wide range of disciplines.

Courses can be consolidated and restructured. Others can be

eliminated. In several cases, stricter adherence to the requirement

for prerequisites would remove unnecessary duplication. It is

possible for one course, properly structured, to service a broad

spectrum of students.
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7. atlitiliC.E./Y.SL

It is recommended that courses in judging livestock and

other agricultural commodities be discontinued as credit

offerings.

Judging is a valid part of the art of evaluation and should be

included as a portion of a general course in that area. The contin-

uation of specialized offerings in judging overemphasizes the impor-

tance of subjective judgment. The sponsorship of judging teams in

intercollegiate competition as a means of motivating students is

acceptable as an extracurricular activity, although one can question

the validity of the time spent in participation and of the true

value of the activity to either the student or the institution.

8. Work Proiects: Supervision and Credit

No more than four'semester (or six quarter) hours in

nsupervised work projects" should be allowed for credit

toward the Associate of Arts degree or for-transfer.

No more than eight semester hours in this type of en-

deavor should be applicable to graduation requirements

for the baccalaureate degree.

This is a harsh recommendation and it carries no implication that

the use of "supervised work projects"'is not an excellent learning

technique. The recommendation is based on the excessive abuses of

the practice at present. A study is sorely needed that will validly

measure the efficiency of this method of acquiring information,

learning skills, and changing attitudes. Although very popular

with technical education instructors and students, its excessive

use is questioned.
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9. BerkeltV IldosiattRalgant

The undergraduate program in agriculture at Berkeley should

be retained despite low enrollments in many of the separate

majors.

The program has an academic quality that is not, duplicated else-

where in the country. The research program of the Agricultural

Experiment Station and the graduate training program contribute to

and in many ways underwrite (e.g., faculty, facilities, library

holdings) the effort in undergraduate instruction. There could be

some reduction in cost effected through closer collaboration with

other element: of the campus. (For example, the undergraduate major

in entomology could be offered :'ointly with the related biological

science departments; more joint appointments made between agricul-

tural economics and the School of Business Adminivtration, etc.)

The undergraduate program at Berkeley could be moved and amalgamated

with Davis and/or Riverside, but the loss to the §tate, national,

and international agricultural community would heavily outweigh

the gains of eliminating some high-cost programs.

10. Berkeley.: Agricultural Science Option

Instead of being a single basic "agricultural science"

major, the Agricultural Science option is, in fact, an

II umbrella" title under which several majors are offered.

Despite the fact that it effectively hides the limited

numbers of students in the separate disciplines, it

remains a low-enrollment, high-cost program. Since the

great majority of the graduates of this option continue
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on to graduate school, the present degree of flexibility

is not essential. In concept, the program is good and

it can be justified as a means of producing potential

graduate students. Only the degree of specialization

is questioned and it is understood that this problem is

currently under study. Other departments that have

retained their separate majors would do well to reduce

their requirements for upper division work in their

departments and join in the agricultural Science option

to the mutual benefit of all.

11. Riverside: College of Biological and Agricultural Sciences
in Concept and Practice

The concept of a College of Biological and Agricultural

Sciences is most exciting and offers an ideal means of

welding the talents and interests of the basic and applied

scientists on a broader front than has been attempted

before. It does not, and should not, mean that the

biologists become slaves to agriculture or limit their

interests to areas of immediate concern to agriculture.

Hopefully, the biologists will be sensitive to the needs

of agriculture and the agriculturalists will be able to

see the long-range value.of "pure" biology. There should

be an increasing amount of communication and collaboration.

For the good of both biology and agriculture nationwide

it is hoped that this happy wedding will be given maximum

opportunity to succeed.



12. Riverside: Animal Science

The College of Biological.and Agricultural Sciences on

the Riverside Cempus of the University should not ini-

tiate a full-scale program in Animal Science unless

there is a major change in manpower needs of the industry.

The program at Davis (Agricultural Genetics, Animal Science,

Nutrition) has the capacity to saturate the manpower needs of the

industry at the research level and this program, plus those in the

State Colleges, can similarly supply the need for baccalaureate

graduates.

There is need for introductory (survey) courses in the animal

industry for students in AgricultUral Economics and other options.

Because of the unique problem of the livestock industry in southern

California there is need for personnel of the State Agricultural

Everiment Station to engage in research in the area. Possibly an

area other than the immediate Riverside campus would be more appro-

priate for it.

13. State Colleges: Mission and Emphases

The State Colleges as a group should define more pre-

cisely their mission and their role in the total higher

education hierarchy within the State.

At present the State Colleges resemble the land-grant colleges of

a generation ago -- attempting to be all things to all people. On

one hand, they train high quality technicians; on the other, and all

too often in the same classes, they attempt to prepare students for

graduate study. They would like to emulate the University in estab-

lishing researCh and graduate training prograns and yet they cling



to class credit for judging teams and for "supervised work activities."

Their mission .:oes not need to be so narrow as to exclude the training

of either the technologist or the potential graduate student, but the

meaning of a baccalaureate degree from a State College does need

clarification. The Colleges must establish comparable standards at

the B.S. level and for the admission of the transfer student.

Although the ardas of emphases of the several State Colleges are

reasonably clear at present, considerable duplication of effort (and

cost) could be avoided if, by working with the Chancellor's Office,

these were more clearly delineated, certain duplicate programs re-

duced or eliminated, and even some transfers made of faculty and

facilities. The present tendency is to try to introduce any program

that is popular elsewhere in an effort to gain enrollment. Pomona

probably should not be in the animal business above the lower divi-

sion level, but should concentrate on ornamental horticulture, other

aspects of horticulture, and perhaps farm crops. San Luis Obispo,

which presently has the broadest program, might well deemphasize

some of their areas. Similar planning for Chico and Fresno are

possible. The monies saved on each campus from reduction in scope

of program could be used in an effort to develop excellence in their

chief areas of emphasis.

14. State Colleges: Lower Division Programs

It would be highly desirable if the State Colleges, in

concert, could agree on a two-year core program in agri-

culture, a stronger two-year program in the basic sci-

ences and general education component, and retain a

minimal number of electives that may be needed to moti-

vate some students.
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It is not intended that the four Colleges be mirror images of

each other. The divisions and departments must be given freedom to

. develop their own courses, to innovate new methods and approaches,

but since they draw so many transfer students from the Community

Colleges it is only reasonable that they should adopt some reasonably

similar standards and curricular patterns as a guide to the Community

Colleges.

Such weaknesses as may exist in the State Colleges stem in large

measure from the unwholesome competition that exists among them for

transfer students. The need to establish guidelines for the accep-

tance of transfer students is developed elsewhere in this report,

but if these recommendations are followed it will.be necessary for

the State Colleges to correct certain weaknesses in their own pro-

grams. There are entirely too many lower division courses. In most

dwartments and options the number could be reduced by 50 percent

or more. A study of the titles, descriptions, and in some cases,

outlines suggests excessive duplication exists.

15. State Colleges: Technical Aglic3.1.1.ture_ Program

The Office of the Chancellor should initiate an analysis

of the sub-baccalaureate technical agricultural program

at California State Polytechnic.College, San Luis

Obispo. This analysis should determine the need for

the program in view of the increasing number of tech-

nical programs in the Community Colleges and its

influence on the baccalaureate program.
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16. State Colleges: Acceptance of Transfer Students

It is strongly recommended that, by joint action, the

State Colleges sharply restrict the work for which they

will give transfer credit'toward the baccalaureate degree

to a level no greater than that permitted of their own

"native" students. Recommended is a maxirum of 18

semester hours (or equivalent) of courses in agriculture

including not over four units for "supervised work"

activities. Until a mechanism can be devised using some

fearmres of "programmed" instruction which will allow

students to build upon the base which they have in an

area, credit should not be allowed for Courses taught

without the prerequisite that the comparable course has

at the State College.

Standardization of transfer regulations will not only give better

guidance to the Community Colleges and potential transfer students,

but will allow the development of sounder curricular patterns within

the State Colleges.

17. State Colleges: Master's pegres.R2:52ns

The master's degree programs offered by tLe State Colleges

have not yet achieved sufficient stature that their long-

term potential is evident. The Office of the Chancellor

for the State Colleges should undertake a critical exami-

nation of them with particular regard to need and quality.

Those that have genuine potential should be supTJrted;

those lacking it should be discontinued.
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18. Individually Prescribed Instruction Techniques

The use of the "process approach" or Individually.Pre-

scribed Instruction (IPI) techniques should be carefully

examined as an improved method of enabling the smooth

transition of transfer credit.

Properly administered it would allow a student who had some know-

ledge of a field (whether from a "nontransferable" course or from

practical experience) to build on that background to establish full

credit in the course in question. It has great possibility in con-

trast to the present "all or none" system of transferring credits.

19. ComiJoity;flollses: New Programs

Guidelines should be established immediately under which

new programs in agriculture may be permitted at institu-

tions not now offering agriculture. New programs should

be justified on the basis of actual needs of the local

and regional industry. Data should be accumulated and

presented not only on the agricultural skills needed,

but also on the desired proficiency in mathematics,

communication skills, social and psychological charac-

teristics, and understanding of civil government. New

programs should be encouraged to contain a stronger

"general education" component than most existing ones.

No new programs in agricultural welding, agricultural

business, etc., should be initiated without careful

analysis of possible collaboration with other programs

in the college.
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Other factors to be considered are the presence of similar pro-

grams within commuting distance, willingness of industry to supply

in-selvice training, and internships.

20. Potential Transfer Students: Identification and Treatment

It is imperative that advisers of students in the Community

Colleges make every effort to identify potential transfer

students early in their academic career. Such students

should be encouraged to broaden their backgrounds with

courses in the social sciences and humanities as well as

in the basic sciences. eormal courses in agriculture

should be kept to a minimum.

High potential students, whether transferring or not, should

similarly be encouraged to broaden and strengthen their backgrounds

in "general education." Being interested in agriculture they will

bq, motivated to continue learning about it both in formal and in-

formal ways; without formal courses they may be less motivated to

improve their communication and mathematical skills or their respon-

sibility as citizens.

21. Community Colleges: Short Courses

It is suggested that the Community Colleges, individually

and in concert, explore the potential needs and methods

of staffing increased activities in the area of short

courses particularly designed to fit the needs of the

industry.

Many of the Comunity Colleges have a:Itive programs of short

courses, night classes, etc., to maximize their service to the com-

munity. In sonic cases these are accepted as part of the regular
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work load,but in most cases they constitute a source of additional

income to the instructor. In view of the rapid changes in the agri-

cultural industry, the need for certain personnel to receive instruc-

tion in perhaps a single technique, and the need of others for periodic

up-dating of their training, it is projected that the demand for single -

objective short courses will increase greatly in the years ahead.

22. Agricultural Education

A thorough analysis should be made by representatives

of all State Colleges and University campuses offering

agriculture (whether they have agricultural education

programs or not) of the impact of the attempt by some

programs to integrate the courses tequired for certi-

fication throughout the undergraduate years as well

as the "fifth year."

The view is held by some that this practice gives the schools

involved an "unfair" advantage in recruiting and also makes it diffi-

cult for those students coming for a fifth year to schedule all

certification requirements during the allotted time. There is good

reason pedagogically for allowing students to "sample" education

courses prior to graduation.

The manpower needs of the State secondary schools for vocational

agriculture teachers could be accommodated by two programs. The

fact that "Ag Ed" majors find employment in many other fields (e.g.,

extension, sales) may be sufficient justification to maintain all

existing programs,but no expansion should be allowed.

Most programs in agricultural educaiion would profit from closer,

if not direct, affiliation with the division of education. Although
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"Vo-Ag" teacher programs have unique problems, they would profit

from an infusion of ideas from other professional educators.

23. Accountability of Farm Operations

A uniform cost-accounting system for the operation of

farms should be established by the Office of the

Chancellor or the President for each of the systems of

public higher education.

This might be different for the different types of institutions

because of the multiple use made of the facilities by the Vniversity

and State Colleges. At present no valid estimate can be made of the

cost of farm operations that can be charged to the total cost of

instruction.

Most college farms are genuine assets to'the educational program

of the division of agriculture. Others are very poorly run and have

a negative educational value.

24. Natural Resources Curricula

It is reccmmended that institutions proceed slowly in

the development of full-scale programs in the "Natural

Resources" areas. A few specialized courses and "short

courses" could probably serve a useful purpose on an

interim basis.

A variety of new courses and curricula in areas as divergent as

fisheries management, forest technology, and parks and recreation

have been developed in various units of colleges and universities.

Thcy are not always associated with agriculture, although that would

seem to be a natural "home" for many of them. There are other ele-

ments of every campus that could make desirable inputs into them,

however.
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The potential job market for persons trainul at either the two-

year or baccalaureate level is not clear at this time but appears

to be limited. Certain needs of a regional nature may be real.

25. Veterinary Medicine

In view of the strong fundamental biology and new medical

college associated with the Irvine campus, it is recom-

mended that serious consideration be given to developing

a second School of Veterinary Medicine on that campus.

Despite the present freeze on plans to develop a second School of

Veterinary Medicine in the State, consideration of the need for and

location of a school in southern California is in order. The expan-

sion of class size at Davis will assist in alleviating the shortage

of veterinarians but will not solve the problem.

Modern veterinary medicine has much in common (e.g., in training,

facilities, and research emphasis) with human medicine. It would

appear more critical to affiliate:a new school with a school of

medicine rather than with one of agriculture.
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